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INTRODUCTION
Type IV secretion systems (T4SS) translocate DNA and
protein substrates across the cell envelope generally by a mech-
anism requiring direct contact with a recipient cell. Three types
of T4SS have been described: (i) conjugation systems, defined
as machines that translocate DNA substrates to recipient cells
by a contact-dependent process; (ii) effector translocator sys-
tems, functioning to deliver proteins or other effector mole-
cules to eukaryotic target cells; and (iii) DNA release or up-
take systems that translocate DNA to or from the extracellular
milieu (50). Throughout the past 50 years, investigations of
T4SS have focused largely on defining the mechanisms of ac-
tion of a few model systems of gram-negative bacteria, such as
the F (IncF), R388 (IncW), RP4 (IncP), and pKM101 (IncN)
plasmid conjugation systems and the Agrobacterium tumefa-
ciens VirB/VirD4 system. One aim of this review is to update
the information on these systems with an emphasis on recent
exciting structural advances.
A second aim of this review is to broaden the scope of the
discussion to include T4SS present in biologically diverse mi-
croorganisms. An underappreciated feature of T4SS, notably
of the DNA conjugation subfamily, is that they function in
many species of gram-negative bacteria, gram-positive bacte-
ria, wall-less bacteria, and even members of the phylum Cren-
archaeota of the Archaea. Indeed, T4SS are unique among the
known macromolecular translocation systems, now numbering
at least seven distinct types in bacteria, in this broad phyloge-
netic distribution. How these machines induce the formation
of and mediate translocation across intercellular junctions is an
intriguing area of investigation, especially in view of the strik-
ing diversity of prokaryotic cell envelopes. Through this dis-
cussion, we hope to convince the reader that, in addition to
being intrinsically fascinating machines for structural and
mechanistic analyses, the T4SS are excellent subjects for fun-
damental studies exploring the evolution of biological com-
plexity.
OVERVIEW OF T4SS SUBFAMILIES
Conjugation Systems
The conjugation systems are the largest and most widely
distributed subfamily of T4SS, with systems described for most
species of the Bacteria and some members of the Archaea. The
overall process of conjugative DNA transfer can be dissected
into three biochemical reactions: DNA substrate processing,
substrate recruitment, and translocation (Fig. 1) (63, 81, 213,
237). The DNA processing reaction appears to be mechanis-
tically conserved for nearly all conjugation systems. DNA
transfer and replication (Dtr) proteins initiate processing by
binding a cognate origin-of-transfer (oriT) sequence. The Dtr
proteins include a relaxase and one or more accessory factors,
and when bound to oriT, the resulting DNA-protein complex is
termed the relaxosome. This term originated through the dis-
covery that upon the relaxase-mediated nicking of the DNA
strand destined for translocation (hereafter termed the T
strand), supercoiled plasmid DNA is converted to the relaxed,
open circular form. Accompanying the nicking reaction, relax-
ase remains bound to the 5 end of the T strand. The bound
relaxase, probably in conjunction with other relaxosome com-
ponents, confers recognition of the DNA substrate by a cog-
nate T4SS. The relaxase also “pilots” the T strand through the
translocation channel. In the recipient cell, the relaxase cata-
lyzes the recircularization of the T strand and may also partic-
ipate in second-strand synthesis or recombination into the
chromosome (52, 84, 105).
The self-transmissible plasmids are only one of two major
subgroups of conjugative elements. The second set of conju-
gative elements, originally termed “conjugative transposons”
and more recently termed “integrative and conjugative ele-
ments” (ICEs), are also present in many bacterial and archaeal
species (40, 41, 150, 151, 152, 240, 260). These elements are
processed for translocation first by excision from the chromo-
some through the action of a recombinase/excisionase complex
and by the formation of a circular intermediate (Fig. 1). Sec-
ond, the circularized intermediate is processed at oriT as de-
scribed above for conjugative plasmids. In the recipient cell,
ICEs reintegrate into the chromosome by homologous recom-
bination or through the action of an ICE-encoded integrase.
Conjugative plasmids and ICEs are recruited to the transfer
machine through interactions between the relaxosome or pro-
cessed DNA transfer intermediate and a highly conserved
ATPase termed the substrate receptor or type IV coupling
protein (T4CP) (Fig. 1). The T4CP physically interacts with the
translocation channel, which is comprised of the mating-pair
formation (Mpf) proteins (62, 114, 169, 237). Two types of Mpf
proteins, an ATPase and a polytopic membrane subunit, are
associated with all T4SS, whereas other Mpf proteins are less
phylogenetically conserved. In gram-negative bacteria, the Mpf
proteins elaborate the secretion channel as well as a pilus or
other surface filament to promote attachment to target cells
(64, 169). In gram-positive bacteria, surface adhesins rather
than conjugative pili mediate attachment (116).
Effector Translocator Systems
A second large subfamily of T4SS, the effector translocators,
has gained considerable attention because of its prominent
roles in the infection processes of many bacterial pathogens.
These systems deliver effector proteins or other macromole-
cules directly to the cytosols of eukaryotic target cells to aid
bacterial colonization and survival within host cells or tissues
(18, 50, 97, 195). Described so far only for gram-negative
bacteria, these systems lack the Dtr proteins required for the
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FIG. 1. Mechanisms of T4SS. T4SS mediate the contact-dependent transfer of DNA and protein substrates to target cells, and a subset
of systems translocates substrates to or from the extracellular milieu. T4SS are comprised of conjugation, effector translocator, and DNA
release/uptake subfamilies. Conjugation systems are comprised of conjugative plasmids and ICEs. For conjugative transfer, DNA substrates
are processed by (i) excision from the chromosome by excisionase/integrase enzymes or DDE transposases (for ICEs), (ii) processing of the
plasmid or ICE circular transfer intermediate at the origin-of-transfer sequence (oriT) by the Dtr factors (the Dtr-oriT complex is termed
a relaxosome), (iii) recruitment of the relaxase-T-strand intermediate to the T4CP, and (iv) translocation through the T4SS channel.
Alternatively, protein substrates are maintained in a translocation-competent form and delivered to the T4CP or another receptor or
translocation system, e.g., GSP, through the binding of secretion chaperones or other adaptors or spatial-positioning factors. In gram-
negative bacteria, T4SS can mediate contact-dependent (left route) or -independent (right route) substrate transfer. The substrate transfer
pathway (dashed red lines) through the channel is not clear at this time. DNA uptake by the Helicobacter pylori ComB system (blue line)
occurs independently of a T4CP; DNA release by the Neisseria gonorrhoeae GGI-encoded system occurs through a conjugation-like
mechanism requiring Dtr factors, a T4CP, and a T4SS channel. In the figure, A. tumefaciens VirD4 is representative of the T4CPs, and the
VirB subunits are representative of Mpf channel components; other gram-negative bacterial T4SS are composed of a variable number of
VirB homologs. OM, outer membrane; IM, inner membrane; Peri, periplasm.
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processing of conjugative DNA elements, yet most of them still
rely on a T4CP to recruit and bind protein substrates. Some
T4SS of medical importance, e.g., the Bordetella pertussis Ptl
and Brucella sp. VirB systems, lack T4CPs and instead use
another substrate receptor or another mechanism, e.g., the
general secretory pathway (GSP), for substrate translocation
across the inner membrane (Fig. 1) (39, 51). Effector translo-
cator systems deliver their cargo to eukaryotic target cells
through direct cell-to-cell contact, with the exception of the B.
pertussis Ptl system, which exports the A/B pertussis toxin (PT)
to the extracellular milieu (39).
DNA Uptake and Release Systems
Presently, the third T4SS subfamily is composed of two sys-
tems, the Helicobacter pylori ComB system, which acquires
DNA from the extracellular milieu, and the Neisseria gonor-
rhoeae gonococcal genetic island (GGI), which secretes DNA
to the extracellular milieu (Fig. 1) (50). The ComB system is
ancestrally related to the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system
but lacks the Dtr proteins and T4CP substrate receptor re-
quired for DNA export (129, 130, 155). The GGI DNA release
system is related to the Escherichia coli F plasmid transfer
system and codes for Dtr, T4CP, and Mpf subunits commonly
associated with conjugation machines (122, 232). The ComB
system is unique among known bacterial competence systems
in its phylogenetic relatedness to T4SS. Other competence
systems, functioning, for example, in Bacillus subtilis, Strepto-
coccus pneumoniae, N. gonorrhoeae, and Haemophilus influen-
zae, are ancestrally related to type II secretion systems and type
IV pilus assembly systems (see references 54, 55, 56, and 125
for more extensive discussions of these systems).
T4SS Classification Schemes
There have been several attempts to classify T4SS on the
basis of phylogenetic relationships. A robust classification no-
menclature has been developed for the relaxases of conjugative
plasmids and ICEs. In this scheme, the conjugation systems are
classified into six groups on the basis of relaxase domain ar-
chitecture, sequence similarities within the catalytic center,
and nic DNA target sequences (104). An earlier scheme clas-
sified conjugative elements into incompatibility (Inc) groups, a
property referring to the tendency of a resident element, e.g.,
conjugative plasmid, to inhibit the replication of incoming el-
ements possessing identical or closely related replication sys-
tems (53, 169, 204). Accordingly, gram-negative bacterial T4SS
resembling the IncF, IncP, and IncI plasmid conjugation sys-
tems are designated F-, P-, and I-like systems (169). ICEs are
also classified into Tn916/Tn1545, SXT/R391, pKLC102/PAP1,
SPI-7, and ICEHin1056 sublineages on the basis of gene se-
quence similarities and organizations (41, 68, 151). These
schemes offer a general way to group ancestrally related T4SS,
yet many plasmid and ICE T4SS have undergone extensive
modular evolution through recombination, and the resulting
mosaicism complicates phylogeny-based classification (157,
209, 244). Our alternative assignment of T4SS on the basis of
function as conjugation machines, effector translocators, or
DNA release/uptake systems also has its limitations, because
conjugation systems also translocate protein substrates inde-
pendently of DNA, and some effector translocator systems also
conjugatively transfer DNA to target cells. Whether T4SS are
grouped by phylogeny or function, recent work suggests that all
prokaryotic T4SS possess several common mechanistic fea-
tures, and many have also acquired novel properties for spe-
cialized purposes. This review will highlight these mechanistic
themes and variations. We refer the reader to several excellent
reviews for more detailed discussions of specific T4SS (19, 24,
39, 50, 51, 62–64, 75, 151, 152, 237).
MECHANISM OF T4SS SUBSTRATE PROCESSING
Conjugative Plasmid and ICE Processing Reactions
The enzymes required for conjugative DNA transfer include
relaxases acting at oriT sequences and recombinases acting at
ICE border sequences (Fig. 1). Relaxases comprise one of two
large families of DNA strand transferases; the second is com-
posed of the rolling-circle replicases (Rep) (72, 139). Both
families have two signature sequence motifs or domains, an
HUH (His-hydrophobic residue-His) or HHH (His-His-His)
motif, thought to bind active-site metals (167), and a catalytic
pocket with one or two Tyr residues required for the nicking
reaction. Relaxases cleave DNA through a transesterification
reaction involving nucleophilic attack by the active-site Tyr
hydroxyl on the 5 side of a DNA phosphate. The high-energy
phosphodiester bond broken by this reaction is preserved by
the formation of a covalent bond between the Tyr residue and
the 5 end of the T strand, and this energy is used for recircu-
larization of the T strand upon translocation to target cells (31,
213, 253).
Relaxases are generally large proteins with two or more
domains, one catalyzing the transesterification reaction and
others with primase, helicase, or other activities (110). Crystal
structures have been presented for DNA strand transferases:
(i) a rolling-circle replicase protein from adeno-associated vi-
rus (126), (ii) the relaxase domain of TraI from the F plasmid
without and with a bound DNA substrate (72, 166, 167, 253),
(iii) the relaxase domain of TrwC from plasmid R388 with
bound DNA (31, 117), and (iv) the relaxase domain of
MobA from IncQ plasmid R1162 (193). (Hereafter, we will
identify a specific T4SS or subunit by the system or subunit
name followed by a subscript indicating the associated con-
jugative element or organism, e.g., VirB/VirD4At [for the
A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system], TraIF, TrwCR388, and
MobAR1162). Despite exhibiting low levels of overall prima-
ry-sequence relatedness, all of these structures exhibit
similar geometric arrangements in the metal binding and
active-site Tyr moieties.
ICEs initiate conjugative transfer by excising from the chro-
mosome and forming a circular double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) transfer intermediate (Fig. 1). Until recently, all
ICEs (including elements originally termed “conjugative trans-
posons,” e.g., Enterococcus faecalis Tn916 and Bacteroides fra-
gilis CTnDot) were thought to integrate/excise exclusively by
use of Tyr or Ser site-specific recombinases (33, 40, 41, 68).
These recombinases are named after the amino acid residue
that forms a transient covalent bond with DNA in the reaction
intermediate. Recently, a new family of ICEs represented by
Streptococcus agalactiae TnGBS2 was shown to use a DDE
transposase to catalyze the integration and excision reactions
(37). The DDE motif is a catalytic triad of acidic amino acids
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involved in the DNA cleavage reaction accompanying trans-
position. In contrast to site-specific recombinases, DDE trans-
posases cleave the ends of insertion sequences or transposases
and target-site DNAs without forming a protein-DNA covalent
intermediate (124). The TnGBS-like elements thus utilize a
bona fide transposition mechanism to generate the conjugative
DNA transfer intermediate (37).
Accessory Dtr Processing Factors
Most relaxases require accessory Dtr factors for efficient
nicking at oriT (Fig. 1). These factors stimulate the processing
reaction by recruiting the relaxase to oriT, and they might also
function as molecular wedges to melt dsDNA and facilitate the
access of the relaxase to the nic site. Recent studies have
identified a family of Dtr accessory factors with a common
structural basis for oriT binding and relaxase recruitment.
These factors possess a ribbon-helix-helix (RHH) DNA bind-
ing motif resembling that described previously for the Arc/
CopG/Mnt family of transcriptional regulators (36, 268, 291).
Characterized members of the RHH family of Dtr accessory
factors include TraYF, TraMF, TrwAR388, NikAR64, TraJRP4,
MobCRSF1010, PcfFpCF10, MbeCColE1, and VirC2At (36, 58,
192, 268, 291, 297, 299). X-ray structures are now available for
RHH domains of NikA and VirC2, and results of structure-
based mutational analyses firmly establish the importance of
the RHH domain in oriT binding as well as the recruitment of
and nicking by the relaxase (179, 291).
Novel Conjugative DNA Transfer Processing Reactions
Although conjugative plasmids and ICEs generally translo-
cate as elements with defined borders, these elements can also
coincidentally cotransfer large chromosomal DNA fragments
to target cells. The underlying mechanism is thought to resem-
ble that described for E. coli Hfr strains, in which a relaxase
nicks at an oriT sequence associated with an ICE or integrated
conjugative plasmid and mediates the unidirectional transfer
of a single strand of chromosomal DNA. Interestingly, recent
work has shown that relaxases can also initiate DNA transfer
from cryptic oriT sequences dispersed in the chromosome and
unassociated with mobile elements (38, 189). For example, Dtr
factors encoded by plasmid R1162 can recognize cryptic oriT
sequences and mediate the transfer of large fragments of the
E. coli chromosome. R1162, like other related IncQ plasmids,
is capable of transferring to and replicating in a variety of
different gram-negative and gram-positive bacterial species.
Thus, through the recognition of cryptic oriT sequences in
these different hosts, such promiscuous elements likely have
exerted profound effects in shaping bacterial genome architec-
tures over evolutionary time (189).
At least two other novel mechanisms are responsible for the
conjugative transfer of chromosomal DNA. In the gram-posi-
tive Actinomycetes, some conjugative plasmids and ICEs are
translocated from mycelial donor to recipient cells as dsDNA
transfer intermediates (116, 216, 260). These elements code for
an unusual T4CP, which is capable of recognizing and trans-
locating dsDNA substrates independently of other Mpf chan-
nel subunits. This protein is phylogenetically related to B.
subtilis SpoIIIE and E. coli FtsK, which mediate the translo-
cation of chromosomal DNA across septal membranes during
B. subtilis sporulation and E. coli cell division, respectively (30,
187). Not surprisingly, the Actinomycetes ICEs or integrated
plasmids can also function as Hfr-like elements and mediate
the transfer of large segments of chromosomal DNA across
mycelial membranes (116, 260).
A second novel chromosomal transfer system is found in
Mycobacterium smegmatis. M. smegmatis lacks genes for classi-
cal Dtr, T4CP, or Mpf components, yet this species translo-
cates fragments of its genome to recipient cells. Strikingly,
noncontiguous segments of the chromosome are translocated
with similar frequencies during mating (278, 279). This con-
trasts sharply with a classical Hfr transfer mechanism in which
chromosomal loci positioned near oriT are transferred at
higher frequencies than more distal loci. cis-Acting sequences
identified in the chromosome might functionally resemble oriT
sequences, but these sequences are larger and more complex
than previously described oriT sequences. One model posits
that chromosomal transfer initiates at a break in the chromo-
some and that, upon transfer, the DNA integrates via recom-
bination into the recipient chromosome (278, 279).
Processing for DNA Release and Uptake
The DNA release and uptake systems also process DNA
substrates for translocation across membranes. The N. gonor-
rhoeae GGI DNA release system encodes a relaxase, termed
TraI, that binds and nicks the chromosome at a cognate oriT
site within the GGI (232). The relaxase domain of TraIGGI is
fused to a phosphohydrolase (HD) domain, whose metal-de-
pendent phosphohydrolase activity might also contribute in
some way to the processing reaction. TraIGGI also possesses an
N-terminal amphipathic helix that mediates binding to the
inner membrane (232). Membrane binding, a property shared
by other relaxases and accessory Dtr processing factors, might
promote the engagement of the relaxase-DNA intermediate
with the T4CP receptor at the membrane (see below). Once
engaged with the transfer machine, TraIGGI presumptively pi-
lots its chromosomal cargo across the neisserial envelope to
the milieu (Fig. 1).
The H. pylori ComB system imports DNA from the extra-
cellular milieu (131, 155). At this time, nothing is known about
the requirements for binding and importing exogenous DNA.
Two other competence systems functioning in B. subtilis and N.
gonorrhoeae are well characterized (54, 55), but as noted
above, these systems are phylogenetically unrelated to the H.
pylori ComB system. How an ancestral T4SS evolved as a DNA
uptake system remains an intriguing question for future study.
SUBSTRATE RECOGNITION SIGNALS, SECRETION
CHAPERONES, AND ACCESSORY FACTORS
Perhaps with the sole exception of the H. pylori ComB DNA
uptake system, T4SS recognize substrates by virtue of signal
sequences carried by relaxase components of DNA transfer
intermediates or by effector proteins. Early efforts to define the
nature of these peptide signals focused on protein substrates of
the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 and Legionella pneumophila
Dot/Icm T4SS. The outcome of these investigations led to a
general model that secretion signals are positioned near the C
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termini and consist of clusters of hydrophobic or positively
charged residues. More recent findings, however, suggest that
substrate recognition is mediated by a combination of C-ter-
minal signals, additional intrinsic motifs, and other cellular
factors, e.g., chaperones and accessory proteins (Table 1).
C-Terminal Secretion Signals
The A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 T4SS translocates the VirE2
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein to plant cells
during infection (81). In the plant, VirE2 binds along the
length of a translocated T-DNA substrate, protecting the
ssDNA intermediate from nucleases en route to the nucleus.
An intact C terminus was shown to be important for VirE2
translocation through the VirB/VirD4 T4SS (246). More re-
cently, an assay termed the Cre reporter assay for translocation
confirmed that the C termini of VirE2 as well as other protein
substrates of the VirB/VirD4 T4SS carry substrate recognition
signals (269). In this assay, Cre recombinase is fused to an
intact secretion substrate or peptide fragments carrying sus-
pected secretion signals, and the resulting fusion protein is
assayed for translocation to eukaryotic cells, as monitored by
Cre recombination at lox sites engineered into the target cells
(269). In L. pneumophila, a similar assay using adenylate cy-
clase (CyaA) as a reporter for translocation established that
the C terminus of the secretion substrate RalF mediates trans-
fer through the Dot/Icm T4SS (194). The C termini of VirE2
and other VirB/VirD4 substrates carry clusters of positively
charged residues, whereas the C terminus of RalF carries hy-
drophobic residues. Mutational analyses of VirE2 and RalF
confirmed the importance of these charged and hydrophobic
residues for translocation (Table 1) (194, 269).
The C termini of both RalF and VirE2 are disordered and
solvent exposed, as first indicated by secondary structure pre-
diction algorithms and more recently by X-ray crystallography
(5, 88). These C-terminal domains (CTDs) are thus likely ac-
cessible to bind cognate T4SS receptors. VirE2 was crystallized
as a complex with its secretion chaperone, VirE1 (88). This
structure establishes the importance of substrate-chaperone
complex formation for VirE2 translocation. VirE2 possesses
two structurally similar N-terminal domains (NTDs) and CTDs
that clamp tightly around a single -helix of VirE1 (88). This
substrate-chaperone complex is competent for translocation by
virtue of its solubility and C-terminal tail accessibility. In the
absence of a chaperone, VirE2 aggregates and forms solenoid
filaments, and it also binds prematurely to ssDNA substrates
(88, 101, 298).
In Brucella spp., a VirB T4SS related to that of A. tumefa-
ciens contributes to virulence, although the identification of
translocated effector proteins has proven challenging (34, 78).
Recently, two substrates, VceA and VceC, were identified
through the use of CyaA or TEM1 -lactamase fusion assays
(Table 1) (76). Consistent with the above-described findings,
both VceA and VceC require intact C termini for translocation
through the Brucella VirB system. A VceC-CyaA fusion pro-
tein also was shown to translocate through the heterologous L.
pneumophila Dot/Icm system, and moreover, the C-terminal
115 residues of VceA were sufficient for CyaA translocation.
The latter finding is quite surprising because the L. pneumo-
phila Dot/Icm system possesses a T4CP substrate receptor, but
to date, no T4CP has been identified for the Brucella sp. VirB
T4SS. How VceC is recognized as a substrate by these two
quite distinct T4SS remains an interesting question for future
investigation.
The importance of C-terminal recognition signals is not con-
fined to protein substrates of T4SS. Where characterized, re-
laxases covalently bound to the 5 end of T strands carry
C-terminal signals specifying DNA substrate-channel interac-
tions. Moreover, several relaxases including MobARSF1010,
VirD2At, TraApATC58, and TrwCR388 are bona fide substrates
of T4SS even without any associated DNA, as demonstrated by
the Cre reporter assay for translocation (84, 214, 239, 269).
With this assay, it was also shown that the C-terminal 50
residues of MobARSF1010 are sufficient to mediate Cre trans-
location (269).
Other Intrinsic Secretion Signals
While important, C-terminal signals are probably not suffi-
cient for mediating the translocation of most native substrates
(Table 1). In the Brucella VirB system described above, C-
terminal deletions of VceA and VceC diminished but did not
abolish substrate translocation, which is suggestive of an alter-
native or additional recognition signal(s) within these proteins
(76). In Bartonella spp., the Bartonella-translocated effector
proteins (Bep proteins) are translocated through a VirB/VirD4
T4SS to human cells. Bep proteins display a modular architec-
ture with a bipartite secretion signal composed of a positively
charged C terminus and at least one internal domain, termed
a Bep intracellular delivery (BID) domain (239). BID domains
are also present in a family of relaxases associated with some
conjugative plasmids in alphaproteobacteria, and both the C
terminus and BID domains of one such relaxase, TraApATC58,
were required for Cre translocation through the Bartonella
henselae VirB/VirD4 system.
In H. pylori, a positively charged C-terminal tail is important
for the translocation of the CagA substrate, yet this sequence
can be replaced with C-terminal sequences of heterologous
substrates including VirE3At and MobARSF1010 (132). How-
ever, unlike most other T4SS substrates analyzed so far, CagA
tolerates the addition of an epitope tag to its C terminus but
not N-terminal deletion mutations (132). The N terminus of
CagA thus might also contribute to substrate transfer, perhaps
supplying a second recognition sequence or fold important for
docking with the translocation channel. Finally, as noted
above, MobA relaxases of IncQ plasmids can translocate
through a type IV channel independently of DNA, as moni-
tored with the Cre fusion assay. MobAR1162 is composed of
two domains, an N-terminal relaxase domain, and a C-terminal
primase domain, and recent work has shown that each domain
can separately mediate Cre translocation. Furthermore, muta-
tions in the relaxase and primase catalytic sites abolish trans-
location, suggesting that secondary structures of both domains
might be important for translocation (214).
As discussed further below, T4CPs probably function as
receptors through the binding of one or more substrate signals.
In A. tumefaciens, however, other Mpf channel subunits also
specify substrate recognition, as shown by the isolation of chan-
nel mutations conferring the selective transfer of one secretion
substrate but not others (142, 145, 230). Most intriguingly,
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some specificity mutations map within the outer membrane
channel subunit VirB9. These mutations can block the transfer
of VirE2 but not DNA substrates or the transfer of plasmid
RSF1010 but not T-DNA or vice versa (142). VirB9 thus ap-
pears to function as a substrate specificity checkpoint at the
distal portion of the secretion channel. Such checkpoints along
the translocation pathway might serve to optimize the delivery
of multiple substrates in space and time.
Contributions of Accessory Proteins to
Substrate Recognition
Chaperones. Certain T4SS substrates require secretion
chaperones for translocation (Table 1). These chaperones of-
ten possess physical properties (small size of 15 kDa, acidic
pI, and amphipathic helices) resembling those of chaperones
associated with the type III secretion systems, a family of
macromolecular translocation systems ancestrally related to
bacterial flagella (211). As mentioned above, an X-ray struc-
ture of the VirE1 chaperone/VirE2 effector complex showed
the unusual structural arrangement of two VirE2 domains
wrapped around the VirE1 chaperone (88). VirE1 does not
participate directly in VirE2 docking with the VirB/VirD4
channel (12, 270); rather, complex formation blocks VirE2
aggregation and exposes the C-terminal tail sequence for pro-
ductive contacts with the substrate receptor (77, 81, 88).
In L. pneumophila, the Dot/Icm T4SS translocates more
than 50 effectors to mammalian cells during the course of
infection (202). At least three T4SS chaperones, IcmS, IcmW,
and LvgA, are required for the translocation of effector pro-
teins (44, 203, 271). Interestingly, IcmS forms heterodimeric
interactions with IcmW or LvgA, and the resulting chaperone
complexes interact with and mediate the translocation of many
effectors through the Dot/Icm T4SS. Both the IcmS/IcmW and
IcmS/LvgA complexes functionally resemble VirE1 by induc-
ing a conformation necessary for substrate docking with the
T4SS apparatus. IcmS/IcmW chaperone binding, for example,
induces a conformational change in the effector SidG required
for the exposure of the C-terminal recognition sequence (44).
In H. pylori, the CagF chaperone is required for CagA trans-
location through the Cag T4SS. CagF resembles the above-
described chaperones in physical properties (acidic pI and
-helical) but is much larger (35 kDa) and also localizes in
both the cytosol and inner membrane (215). The CagF-CagA
complex associates predominantly with the membrane, al-
though CagF and CagA also bind the membrane indepen-
dently of each other. There is some evidence that CagF binds
the membrane at or near the Cag T4SS, which is suggestive of
a possible role in the spatial coordination of CagA docking
with the translocation channel (215).
Accessory factors as spatial adaptors. There is additional
evidence that chaperones or other accessory factors function to
position secretion substrates near or at the T4SS channel en-
trance (Table 1). In the E. faecalis pCF10 transfer system, the
relaxase PcfG requires PcfF to nick at the pCF10 oriT se-
quence (58). PcfF and PcfG interact with each other, and both
Dtr factors also bind the PcfC T4CP (59). Furthermore, all
three proteins colocalize at discrete sites at the cell membrane
(59). Thus, a working model proposes that PcfF recruits PcfG
to oriT, and through interactions with unknown membrane
constituents, both factors then mediate the binding of the
relaxosome (or the pCF10 transfer intermediate) at the mem-
brane near the T4SS channel (59). A similar mechanism was
postulated for MobBR1162, an accessory factor that stimulates
R1162 transfer. Interestingly, MobB stimulates the transloca-
tion of both relaxase and primase domains when separately
produced (214). R1162 lacks genes for its own Mpf channel but
promiscuously translocates through other plasmid- or ICE-
encoded channels. The promiscuity of this and related IncQ
plasmids could be explained by a combination of MobB inter-
actions, with relaxase, the membrane, and a conserved do-
main(s) carried by T4CPs, together serving to tether the R1162
relaxosome or transfer intermediate near various T4SS chan-
nels (214).
A. tumefaciens VirC1 provides another example of a Dtr
accessory factor functioning as a spatial determinant. VirC1
and its binding partner, VirC2 (see above), stimulate process-
ing at oriT-like T-DNA border sequences by binding an adja-
cent sequence termed overdrive (265). The formation of the
VirC1/VirC2/overdrive complex probably recruits the VirD2
relaxase to the border sequence and might also melt dsDNA to
allow relaxase access to the nic site (265). VirC1 is a member
of the ParA/Soj/MinD family of ATPases, and like other family
members, VirC1 localizes at specific sites in the cell (10).
Specifically, VirC1 localizes at cell poles, which are also the
sites of VirB/VirD4 channel assembly (10, 148, 162). Interest-
ingly, VirC1 was also found to recruit the VirD2 relaxase as
well as the processed T strand to the polar membrane (10).
Through a demonstrated interaction with the polar-mem-
brane-localized VirD4 T4CP, VirC1 thus stimulates the bind-
ing of the T-DNA substrate with the T4CP receptor (10).
Another family of proteins, termed VirD2 binding proteins,
also function to recruit the VirD2-T-strand complex to the
VirB/VirD4 machine; however, VirD2 binding proteins appear
to function nonspecifically because they also recruit other con-
jugative plasmid intermediates to their cognate channels (119).
There is growing evidence that other ParA/Soj/MinD
ATPases, or other cytoskeletal proteins, function as spatial
determinants to promote the docking of conjugative DNA
elements with cognate T4SS channels. For example, many
ICEs encode ParA-like proteins. Such proteins probably play
no role in the maintenance of ICEs, because these elements
replicate and segregate with chromosomes during cell division.
Instead, like VirC1, ICE-encoded ParA proteins might coor-
dinate the docking of the excised ICE intermediate with the
cognate translocation channel. In support of this proposal, the
N. gonorrhoeae GGI codes for a ParA-like protein, and muta-
tional studies have confirmed its importance for DNA release
(122). Genes for other cytoskeletal proteins are also linked to
T4SS loci; for example, a T4SS gene cluster in Spiroplasma
carries a gene for an mreB homolog (20). Whether MreB or
other cytoskeletal factors spatially coordinate type IV secre-
tion awaits further study.
THE T4CP: A SUBSTRATE RECEPTOR AND
POSSIBLE DNA TRANSLOCASE
The T4CPs are a fascinating family of ATPases associated
with nearly all prokaryotic conjugation systems. T4CPs are also
associated with most effector translocator systems, and a T4CP
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is required for DNA release by the N. gonorrhoeae GGI. T4CPs
have been the subject of several excellent reviews (63, 114, 169,
237); therefore, only a brief update on T4CP biochemistry and
subunit interactions is warranted. We will, however, highlight
results of our analyses of T4CPs from phylogenetically distant
organisms indicating that these proteins display extensive se-
quence heterogeneity and distinct domain architectures. In this
context, we raise the question of whether T4CP functions pro-
posed on the basis of studies of a few “paradigmatic” gram-
negative systems are universally applicable.
Biochemical and Structural Properties of
Paradigmatic T4CPs
T4CPs of gram-negative conjugation machines, including
TrwBR388, TraGRP4, TraDF, and VirD4At, have been charac-
terized in considerable biochemical and structural detail (112,
114, 236, 238). Recently, biochemical studies were expanded to
include T4CPs of gram-positive conjugation machines, includ-
ing E. faecalis PcfCpCF10 and Clostridium perfringens TcpApCW3
(59, 251). In general, T4CPs possess three domains, an N-
terminal transmembrane (TM) domain, a nucleotide binding
domain (NBD), and an all--domain (AAD). A soluble frag-
ment of TrwBR388, comprised of the NBD and AAD, crystal-
lized as a homohexameric sphere with dimensions of 110 Å in
diameter and 90 Å in height and a central channel of 20 Å in
diameter. The NBD is structurally similar to RecA and DNA
ring helicases, and the AAD is structurally similar to an NTD
of the site-specific recombinase XerD of the  integrase family
(111, 113). The TM domain, modeled on the basis of electron
microscopy, is depicted as projecting across the cytoplasmic
membrane, giving rise to an F1Fo-like, ball-stem structure for
the full-length protein (Fig. 1) (112). TrwBR388 and other
T4CPs carry conserved Walker nucleoside triphosphate (NTP)
binding motifs required for function, and the soluble fragment
of TrwBR388 displays a DNA-dependent ATPase activity in
vitro. Several T4CPs bind ssDNA and dsDNA substrates non-
specifically in vitro, and TrwBR388 also oligomerizes upon
DNA binding in vitro (59, 257). Finally, the TM domain of
TrwBR388 contributes to hexamer formation and influences
nucleotide binding properties (134, 135).
T4CPs are phylogenetically and structurally related to the
FtsK and SpoIIIE ATPases (Fig. 2) (30, 187). The latter pro-
teins are dsDNA translocases, and in the crystal structure,
duplex DNA was detected in the annulus of the FtsK hexamer
(187). Correspondingly, T4CP hexameric complexes were pro-
posed to function as translocases by encircling ssDNA sub-
strates and energizing DNA transfer across the cytoplasmic
membrane through the lumen of the TM domain. The AAD,
which occupies the cytoplasmic entrance to the opening of the
hexamer, could bind DNA substrates or be involved with the
processing of protein or DNA substrates prior to transfer.
Consistent with the above-described proposal, the TM domain
is indispensable for T4CP function among gram-negative sys-
tems characterized to date. However, as discussed further be-
low, T4CPs associated with several gram-negative and -positive
systems lack discernible N-terminal TM domains, and there is
even an example of a T4CP that retains function when deleted
of its TM domain.
Substrate Receptor Activity
A combination of genetic and biochemical data further in-
dicate that T4CPs function as docking sites for T4SS substrates
(Table 1). Some T4CPs, for example, functionally substitute
for others in heterologous T4SS. TraGRP4 and TrwBR388 sub-
stitute for each other in the heterologous plasmid R388 and
RP4 transfer systems, as monitored by the capacity of the
chimeric systems to translocate promiscuous plasmid
RSF1010. VirD4At can also replace TraGpTiC58 in mediating
RSF1010 transfer through the pTiC58 channel (42, 121).
T4CPs have also been shown to interact with relaxosome com-
ponents or protein substrates in vitro. Although the well-char-
acterized gram-negative plasmid conjugation systems domi-
nate this list of interactions (Table 1), T4CPs of gram-positive
systems also bind relaxases; e.g., PcfCpCF10 binds PcfG relax-
ase, and Orf10pIP501 binds TraA relaxase (1, 59).
The physiological relevance of T4CP-relaxase interactions
has been confirmed by use of a chromatin immunoprecipita-
tion assay termed transfer DNA immunoprecipitation (TrIP),
which was developed for the detection of DNA substrate con-
tacts with type IV machine components (49). By use of TrIP, it
was shown that the VirD4At T4CP interacts with the T-DNA
substrate and, furthermore, that substrate binding requires cat-
alytically active VirD2 relaxase. These findings indicate that
the T4CP binds only the processed form of the T-DNA sub-
strate in vivo (49). This interaction was detected in A. tumefa-
ciens mutants lacking VirB channel components, confirming
that the T4CP functions as a substrate receptor even indepen-
dently of the channel components (49). Similar lines of inves-
tigation have now established that B. fragilis pLV22a (which
can translocate through the plasmid RP4 T4SS) binds the
TraGRP4 T4CP (262) and that the E. faecalis pCF10 transfer
intermediate binds the PcfCpCF10 T4CP (59).
Recent structural studies have shed light on a possible mech-
anism for the T4CP-DNA substrate interaction. The TraDF
T4CP possesses a C-terminal extension that is required for
efficient F transfer but is inhibitory for RSF1010 transfer (28,
82, 180). This region of TraD binds TraM, an accessory factor
with an RHH DNA binding domain that functions as a tet-
ramer. An X-ray structure of the TraD C-terminal tail bound
to TraM shows that the TraD tail forms extensive contacts with
the TraM monomer and, furthermore, that as many as four
TraD C-terminal tails can bind a single TraM tetramer. These
findings imply that a TraD hexamer establishes extensive con-
tacts with TraM in vivo, thus forming the basis of a highly
specific relaxosome-T4CP interaction (181). In this system, the
T4CP carries the unstructured C-terminal tail responsible for F
plasmid recognition and binding. In other systems, C-terminal
tails carried not by the T4CP but instead by the substrate, e.g.,
relaxase, VirE2, and RalF, could mediate specific binding with
the cognate T4CP. The nature of these or other types of sub-
strate-T4CP interactions awaits further study.
T4CP Heterogeneity
We have analyzed the phylogenies and predicted physical
characteristics of over 50 T4CPs associated with T4SS from
gram-negative and -positive bacteria, wall-less bacteria, and
archaea (Fig. 2). Although sequence conservation among mo-
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FIG. 2. Phylogenetic tree of T4CP family members. Sequence alignment and phylogeny estimation were performed using the program MAFFT,
version 6.0 (available at http://align.bmr.kyushu-u.ac.jp/mafft/software). The sequence alignment was performed by using the E-INS-i method and
default parameters of the program. The tree was constructed using the neighbor-joining method and the following parameters: all ungapped sites
from the alignment, JTT amino acid substitution model, and ignore heterogeneity among sites. Bootstrap values for 500 replicates are indicated.
The different groups of bacteria are indicated by the following color scheme: blue for gram-negative bacteria, green for gram-negative obligate
intracellular pathogens, orange for gram-positive bacteria, pink for cell wall-less bacteria, dark red for Archaea, and black for the related DNA
translocases FtsK and SpoIIIE. T4CP designations include the following protein names followed by the species name and plasmid, ICE, or T4SS
in parentheses, according to the GenBank database. Accession numbers of T4CPs are AAB58711.1 for Eco_pKM101_TraJ, CAA44852.1 for
Eco_R388_TrwB, BAA97972 for Eco_F_TraD, YP_138373.1 for Sis_pKEF9_TraG, CAA09120.1 for Sul_pNOB8_Orf1025, ACI15704.1 for
Aho_pAH1_Orf1023, AAS59568.1 for Sku_pSKU146_Orf14, NP_058332.1 for Sty_R27_TraG, NP_941281.1 for Sma_R478_TraG, NP_943001.1
for Reu_pHG1_TraG, AAL59680.1 for Vch_SXT_TraD, NP_640162.1 for Pvu_Rts1_ORF202, NP_542873.1 for Ppu_pWWO_p081, AAW83057.1
for Ngo_GGI_TraD, CAB12293.1 for Bsu_ICEBs1_YdcQ, ABF47325.1 for Cpe_pCW3_TcpA, CAA56759.1 for Sgh_pSG5_TraB, CAA90178.1 for
Eco_FtsK, NP_389562.1 for Bsu_SpoIIIE, CAA06449.1 for Sam_pSAM2_TraSA, O54524 for Lpn_ICM_DotL, CAB62409.1 for Ecl_CloDF_MobB,
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tifs implicated in nucleotide binding defines this family of
ATPases, in fact, considerable sequence variation exists along
the lengths of these proteins (Fig. 2). In general, T4CPs from
closely related species display higher sequence similarities, but
interesting exceptions exist. For example, BACCAP01795
from gram-negative Bacteroides capillosus clusters with gram-
positive T4CPs. While most T4CPs from wall-less species clus-
ter with those from phylogenetically closely related gram-pos-
itive bacteria, Sulfolobus kunkelii Orf14 clusters with gram-
negative and archaeal T4CPs. Several gram-positive T4CPs
cluster with E. coli FtsK and B. subtilis SpoIIIE, but several
cluster with gram-negative T4CPs. Overall, the most extensive
sequence heterogeneity among T4CPs exists in the N-terminal
regions that often carry membrane-spanning domains (Fig. 3).
A number of T4CPs also possess distinct C-terminal extensions
of 50 or more residues. T4CPs thus appear to possess con-
served NBDs, but many have also acquired novel N- or C-
terminal structural motifs or domains of likely functional im-
portance. This heterogeneous domain architecture establishes
a basis for grouping T4CPs into distinct subfamilies (Fig. 3).
The well-characterized T4CPs from gram-negative T4SS,
e.g., TraDF, TraGRP4, TrwBR388, and VirD4At, typically range
in molecular sizes from 600 to 750 residues and possess a
minimum of two predicted N-terminal TM domains with an
intervening periplasmic loop of 30 to 50 residues. These
T4CPs, here designated VirD4-like T4CPs (Fig. 3), generally
display low overall sequence identities (15 to 20%), yet as
mentioned above, some of these T4CPs functionally substi-
tute for one another in mobilizing the transfer of promiscu-
ous IncQ plasmids through chimeric T4CP/Mpf systems.
Many T4CPs from gram-positive bacteria, wall-less bacteria,
and archaeal species are also classified as being VirD4-like
on the basis of sequence similarities and conserved domain
architectures (Fig. 3).
A distinct clade of T4CPs was previously recognized (Fig. 2
and 3) (118). These T4CPs resemble TraGRP4, TrwBR388, and
VirD4At in overall size and predicted N-terminal TM domains,
but they typically possess much smaller (4 residues) periplas-
mic domains. TraG of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi plas-
mid R27 (IncH) is the archetype for this T4CP subfamily,
which consists of about 40 members from gamma- and beta-
proteobacteria. These T4CPs, designated TraGR27-like, are
considerably more related to each other than to TraDF,
TraGRP4, TrwBR388, and VirD4At. Not unexpectedly, TraGR27
homologs (but not TraGRP4, TraDF, and TrwBR388) can func-
tionally substitute for TraGR27 in mating assays (118). Also of
importance, TraGR27 and its homologs function together with
another protein termed TraJ. TraJ is often synthesized from an
open reading frame (ORF) located immediately upstream or
within a few hundred base pairs of the cognate T4CP gene
(Fig. 3). TraJ proteins are typically200 residues in length and
are predicted to span the membrane up to five times. TraGR27-
like proteins (but not TraGRP4, TraDF, or TrwBR388) bind
TraJR27 in vitro. The close juxtaposition of genes for TraJ and
TraG, the multimembrane-spanning character of TraJ pro-
teins, and a sequence identity of 21.4% between TraJR27 and
the N terminus of the FtsK translocase support a proposal that
TraJ and TraG cumulatively represent the domain architecture
of the larger FtsK/SpoIIIE DNA translocases (118).
In contrast to the above-described subfamilies, a subset of
T4CPs associated with gram-negative and -positive systems
lacks discernible TM domains (Fig. 3). Sequence alignments
show that these T4CPs, generally shorter than other T4CPs,
possess NBDs but lack predicted N-terminal membrane-span-
ning regions. Notable members of this T4CP subfamily include
Orf10 of the S. agalactiae pIP501 transfer system and several
T4CPs associated with Staphylococcus aureus and Lactococcus
lactis conjugation systems. In gram-negative bacteria, examples
include T4CPs associated with putative effector translocator
systems encoded on the Burkholderia cenocepacia AU1054
chromosome and Pseudomonas syringae conjugative plasmid
pSR1 (Fig. 3). In some cases, ORFs coding for small proteins
(150 to 200 residues) with two to four predicted TM domains
reside upstream of the T4CP gene. The predicted membrane
proteins are not related to TraJR27; however, they might func-
tion like TraJ in partnering with the cognate T4CP. Of further
interest, we found that the introduction of a reading frameshift
near the ends of upstream ORFs places these ORFs in frame
with the B. cenocepacia AU1054 virD4 and S. agalactiae pIP501
orf10 T4CP genes. Accordingly, the predicted proteins of650
residues display sequence similarities with VirD4-like T4CPs
across their entire lengths, and they also possess the charac-
teristic domain architecture of the VirD4-like T4CPs (our un-
published observations). A single frameshift mutation thus
might have resulted in a novel subfamily of T4CPs in which
N-terminal TM and NBDs are synthesized as separate
ZP_02074434.1 for Clo_CLOL250_01204, AAN85238.1 for Mfe_ICEF_Orf5, CAJ32610.1 for Mag_ICEA_CDS5, CAL59102.1 for
Mag2_ICEA_MAG4040, YP_195789.1 for Efa_pCF10_PcfC, AAG38037.1 for Spn_Tn5252_Orf21, ZP_02036195.1 for Bca_BACCAP01795,
CAD44390.1 for Efa_pIP501_Orf10, NP_047302.1 for Lla_pMRC01_TrsK, YP_001653098.1 for Sau_pV030-8_TrsK, NP_863634.1 for
Sau_pSK41_TraK, CAA38334.1 for Eco_RP4_TraG, YP_771875.1 for Rde_pTB3_VirD4, YP_001220615.1 for Abe_pAb5S9_Orf16, AAP22624.1
for Pae_pKLC102_TraG, YP_413489.1 for Nmu_TraG, YP_001409435.1 for Xau_pXAUT01_TraG, NP_435748.1 for Sme_pSymA_TraG,
YP_032630.1 for Bqu_VirB_TraG, YP_001910374.1 for Hpy_VirB_HPSH04545, NP_207320.1 for Hpy_Cag_HP0524, AAF77174.1 for Atu_Vir-
B_VirD4, ZP_02859218.1 for Rle_VirB_TraG, CAB60062.1 for Lpn_Lvh_LvhD4, ABF79722.1 for Bce_VirB_TraG, NP_940734.1 for
Psy_pPSR1_pPSR1p49, NP_943287.1 for Eam_pEU30_VirD4, H71684 for Rpr_VirB_VirD4, and Q8RPL9 for Ech_VirB_VirD4. Species name
abbreviations are as follows: Eco, E. coli; Sis, Sulfolobus islandicus; Sul, Sulfolobus sp. strain NOB8H2; Aho, “Acidianus hospitalis”; Sku, S. kunkelii;
Sty, S. enterica serovar Typhi; Sma, Serratia marcescens; Reu, Ralstonia eutropha; Vch, V. cholerae; Pvu, Proteus vulgaris; Ppu, Pseudomonas putida;
Ngo, N. gonorrhoeae; Bsu, B. subtilis; Cpe, C. perfringens; Sgh, Streptomyces ghanaensis; Sam, Streptomyces ambofaciens; Lpn, L. pneumophila; Eclo,
Enterobacter cloacae; Clo, Clostridium sp. strain L2-50; Mfe, M. fermentans; Mag, M. agalactiae strain 5632; Mag2, M. agalactiae PG2; Efa, E.
faecalis; Spn, S. pneumoniae; Bca, B. capillosus; Lla, L. lactis; Sau, S. aureus; Rde, Roseobacter denitrificans; Abe, Aeromonas bestiarum; Pae,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa; Nmu, Nitrosospira multiformis; Xau, Xanthobacter autotrophicus; Sme, Sinorhizobium meliloti; Bqu, Bartonella quintana;
Hpy, H. pylori; Atu, A. tumefaciens; Rle, Rhizobium leguminosarum; Bce, B. cenocepacia; Psy, P. syringae; Eam, Erwinia amylovora; Rpr, R.
prowazekii; Ech, E. chaffeensis.
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polypeptides but interact to form a functional complex.
Whether such two-partner T4CPs indeed exist remains to be
experimentally shown, as it is also possible that in these cases
a programmed translational frameshift results in the produc-
tion of a classical VirD4-like T4CP.
Among this group of TM-less T4CPs are a few examples that
appear to lack a membrane partner entirely insofar as no gene
for a membrane protein resides in the vicinity of the T4CP
gene. Examples include T4CPs from Clostridium sp. strain
L2-50 and Bacteroides capillosus ATCC 29799 (Fig. 2 and 3).
Whether these T4CPs in fact function in type IV secretion
remains to be determined. However, in this context, it is intrigu-
ing that while TM domains of well-characterized T4CPs (TraDF,
TrwBR388, and VirD4At) clearly are essential for T4CP function,
the deletion of the TM domain from the C. perfringens TcpApCW3
T4CP reduces but does not abolish the conjugative transfer of
plasmid pCW3 (251). The identification of possible TM-less
T4CPs, coupled with a demonstration that the TM domain of
TcpApCW3 is dispensable for function, calls into question the
model that TM domains of T4CPs obligatorily serve as channels
for substrate passage across the membrane.
Another distinct clade of T4CP-like proteins is comprised of
FtsK, SpoIIIE, and Streptomyces Tra proteins (Fig. 3). These
translocases, which function independently of other T4SS sub-
units, are often large proteins (750 residues) with multiple
predicted N-terminal TM domains separated from the NBDs
by large linker sequences. As mentioned above, the Streptomy-
ces Tra proteins resemble FtsK and SpoIIIE in translocating
dsDNA forms of conjugative plasmids, ICEs, or chromosomal
DNA across the mycelial membrane (116). While Tra-medi-
ated dsDNA translocation could be considered the simplest
T4SS, perhaps intermycelial DNA transfer is more appropri-
ately viewed as an evolutionary adaptation of an ancestral FtsK
translocase activity.
FIG. 3. Distinct molecular architectures of T4CP family members. T4CPs possess recognizable P-loop NTP binding domains but display
considerable variation in NTDs and CTDs. The different types of T4CPs are listed at the left, with representatives of each type at the right. T4CPs
are designated with the protein name or accession number, with a subscript identifying the species or plasmid origin, followed by the length in
amino acid (aa) residues in parentheses. The domains are indicated with the following color scheme: tan, predicted TM helices; dark blue, P-loop
domains; red, C-terminal extensions that are ancestrally unrelated to C termini of other T4CPs. Protein sequence analyses were performed by using
the programs TMHMM (TM helix prediction), BLASTP (local alignment), and the NCBI conserved-domain search tool. Protein sequences were
obtained from the GenBank database (NCBI), and accession numbers are presented in the legend of Fig. 2. TMD, TM domain.
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Finally, as noted above, a few T4CPs carry C-terminal ex-
tensions (Fig. 3). Besides TraDF, other T4CPs with C-terminal
extensions include C. perfringens TcpApCW3 and TraD encoded
by the N. gonorrhoeae GGI DNA release system. As shown for
TraDF, the C-terminal extension might generally contribute to
substrate specificity. The C terminus of TraDGGI has not been
characterized, but that of TcpApCW3 enhances pCW3 conju-
gation transfer frequencies by 3 orders of magnitude and also
mediates the interaction of TcpA with the TcpC channel sub-
unit (see below) (251).
T4SS Lacking a Cognate T4CP
A few T4SS lack cognate T4CPs and thus rely on another
mechanism for substrate recognition or translocation across
the cytoplasmic membrane. For example, as mentioned above,
subunits of the pentameric PT are translocated across the B.
pertussis cytoplasmic membrane via the GSP (Fig. 1) (39, 287).
In the periplasm, PT assembles and then engages in an un-
known way with the Ptl T4SS for delivery across the outer
membrane. Other T4SS lacking a T4CP might use a similar
two-step translocation mechanism for the delivery of effector
proteins across the cell envelope. However, the recent discov-
ery that the Brucella effectors VceA and VceC translocate
through both the Brucella suis VirB (VirBBs) system and the L.
pneumophila Dot/Icm system (which depends on the DotL
T4CP) suggests that an unidentified VirB (or other) mem-
brane protein supplies a T4CP-like receptor activity to mediate
transfer through the VirBBs channel (76).
The Bartonella sp. Trw system also lacks a T4CP protein.
This system elaborates antigenically variant pili that are im-
portant for the infection of erythrocytes (see below). To date,
no Trw secretion substrates have been identified, and thus, it is
possible that this system functions exclusively to elaborate ad-
hesive pili. However, this system could rely on another T4CP,
e.g., from a coresident T4SS, or another uncharacterized re-
ceptor for substrate translocation (75).
There are a couple of reports documenting DNA transfer by
a conjugation-like mechanism in the absence of a discernible
T4CP homolog. As mentioned above, M. smegmatis translo-
cates distinct fragments of chromosomal DNA to recipient
cells by a conjugation-like mechanism in the apparent absence
of a T4CP or Mpf channel (69). Another intriguing example
involves the transfer of an erythromycin resistance gene from
Borrelia burgdorferi to gram-positive bacteria including B. sub-
tilis and E. faecalis (141). The B. burgdorferi genome also lacks
obvious T4CP/Mpf genes, which again is suggestive of a trans-
fer mechanism distinct from other known systems.
T4SS ARCHITECTURES: THE
GRAM-NEGATIVE PARADIGM
Although T4SS vary extensively in subunit number and com-
position, most gram-negative systems are composed of Mpf
channel subunits related to a core set of the A. tumefaciens
VirB subunits. In the next sections, we will summarize features
of the VirBAt subunits and the VirB/VirD4 channel to define
fundamental requirements for type IV secretion across the
gram-negative cell envelope. We will then draw on this infor-
mation to explore features of T4SS functioning in other pro-
karyotes.
Energetic Subunits: VirB4 and VirB11
Gram-negative systems employ one or two ATPases besides
the T4CP to energize early steps of machine biogenesis or
substrate transfer. These are homologs of the A. tumefaciens
VirB4 and VirB11 ATPases (Fig. 4).
VirB4. VirB4 proteins are large (70-kDa) proteins with
consensus Walker A and B NTP binding domains and addi-
tional sequence similarities among domains distributed along
the entire polypeptide (219). C-terminal residues 426 to 787 of
VirB4 resemble those of the TrwBR388 T4CP (190). This find-
ing prompted speculation that these subunits might assemble
as higher-order homohexamers and serve as docking sites for
substrates (190), but at this time, there is no experimental
support for this proposal. VirB4 subunits reside at the cyto-
plasmic face of the inner membrane, and there is evidence that
one or two domains of VirB4At embed into or protrude across
the inner membrane (71). An integral membrane association
might not be obligatory, however, because VirB4-like
TrwKR388 cofractionates with the membrane and the cytosol,
and soluble TrwKR388 exhibits ATPase activity in vitro (9).
Furthermore, TraCF and TrhCR27 associate with the inner
membrane but probably peripherally through interactions with
other T4SS subunits (109, 234).
VirB4 subunits are associated with every T4SS described to
date. All homologs display similar physical properties such as a
large molecular size and the presence of conserved NTP bind-
ing motif domains, although the number and location of pre-
dicted TM domains vary among family members. In scanning
the virB4 loci of diverse prokaryotic species, we noticed a
general feature that genes predicted to encode small integral
membrane proteins typically reside upstream of and overlap
with a virB4 gene. In gram-negative systems, this gene arrange-
ment often consists of genes coding for homologs or orthologs
of VirB2At pilin, VirB3At, and VirB4At. Indeed, among at least
eight gram-negative T4SS, the virB3- and virB4-like genes are
joined in frame and encode a VirB3/VirB4 fusion protein (63).
Thus, it is reasonable to predict that complex formation be-
tween small membrane proteins and VirB4-like subunits is a
general feature of diverse T4SS.
In the F plasmid transfer system, VirB4-like TraC is the only
ATPase required for F pilus production. This is of interest
because F pili are the only conjugative pili thus far shown to
undergo dynamic extension and retraction (66). This strongly
implicates TraC in energizing pilus polymerization and/or de-
polymerization reactions. However, the fact that VirB4-like
subunits are signature components of T4SS regardless of
whether the system produces pili suggests that these ATPases
also energize the assembly or activity of the secretion channel
(125, 169).
VirB11. VirB11 subunits are structurally related to a large
family of ATPases commonly associated with macromolecular
trafficking systems, including type II secretion systems, type IV
pilus systems, and archaeal flagellar biogenesis systems (289).
Several VirB11 homologs, including VirB11At, TrbBRP4,
TrwCR388, and H. pylori HP0525Cag, have been biochemically
and structurally characterized. These proteins hydrolyze ATP,
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and this activity is stimulated by lipid in vitro, consistent with
the affinity of these ATPases for membranes in vivo (159, 160,
224). TrbBRP4, TrwCR388, and H. pylori HP0525Cag assemble as
homohexameric rings as shown by electron microscopy or X-
ray crystallography (Fig. 4) (159, 160). In the HP0525Cag crys-
tal structure (289), the monomer presents as two domains
corresponding to the N-terminal (NTD) and C-terminal
(CTD) halves of the protein. In the hexamer, the NTDs and
CTDs form two separate rings, defining a chamber of50 Å in
diameter, which is open on the NTD side and closed on the
CTD side. The CTD adopts a RecA fold, whereas the NTD is
unique to HP0525Cag. The overall HP0525Cag structure ap-
pears to be highly conserved, even among the more distantly
related ATPases associated with other transport or fimbrial
biogenesis systems (289). More recently, an X-ray structure of
Brucella suis VirB11 (VirB11Bs) was determined (123). The
VirB11Bs monomer differs dramatically from that of HP0525
by a large domain swap caused by the insertion of additional
sequences into the linker between the NTD and the CTD. The
overall assembly of the VirB11 hexamer remains intact com-
pared to HP5025Cag, but the domain organization modifies the
nucleotide binding site and the interface between subunits.
Based on sequence comparisons, most VirB11 subunits prob-
ably display a VirB11Bs-like architecture (123). VirB11At asso-
ciates tightly with the cytoplasmic membrane, although other
homologs, e.g., TrbBRP4, are predominantly cytosolic.
VirB11 homologs are widely distributed among gram-nega-
tive conjugation systems and effector translocator systems, and
in these systems, these ATPases are essential for the assembly
of secretion channels as well as pili. Interestingly, these
ATPases are not associated with the H. pylori ComB DNA
uptake system, the F plasmid transfer system (63, 155), or, with
a few notable exceptions, gram-positive bacterial or archaeal
systems (see below).
Inner Membrane Channel/Scaffold Subunits:
VirB3, VirB6, VirB8, and VirB10
Besides the ATPases, the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system
is composed of four inner membrane proteins, VirB3, VirB6,
VirB8, and VirB10, that contribute in various ways to channel
formation and activity (Fig. 4).
VirB3. VirB3 was originally reported to associate with the A.
tumefaciens outer membrane (146), but this location is incon-
sistent with hydropathy analyses predicting one or two -heli-
cal TM domains for insertion into the cytoplasmic membrane.
FIG. 4. Localization of the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 subunits. The coupling protein VirD4 and the Mpf components (VirB1 to VirB11) are
represented according to their proposed functions: energetic, channel, or pilus components. IM, inner membrane; OM, outer membrane. VirB1
is processed to form VirB1*, which is exported across the outer membrane. VirB2 undergoes a novel head-to-tail cyclization reaction and
polymerizes to form the T pilus. A VirB7 lipoprotein-VirB9-VirB10 complex forms a multimeric channel across the outer membrane. Crystal
structures are shown for homologs of VirD4 (TrwBR388 soluble domain with an N-terminal TM domain modeled from electron microscopy images)
(adapted from reference 113 by permission of Macmillan Publishers Ltd., copyright 2001), VirB11 (HP0525Hp) (adapted from reference 289 with
permission of Elsevier), VirB5 (TraCpKM101) (adapted from reference 290 with permission of the publisher; copyright 2005 National Academy of
Sciences, U.S.A.), VirB8 (soluble domain of VirB8Bs), and VirB10 (soluble domain of ComB10Hp) (VirB8 and VirB10 adapted from reference 261
with permission of the publisher. Copyright 2003 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.). VirB7, VirB9, and VirB10 assemble to form a
transenvelope “core” complex (Fig. 5).
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An inner membrane topology also fits with the finding that
some T4SS are comprised of VirB3/VirB4 fusion proteins and
observations that VirB4At stabilizes VirB3At (146, 292).
VirB3At has been linked with a pilus assembly pathway (292),
but it is also essential for substrate translocation (29). The
available data suggest that VirB3 interacts with VirB2 and
VirB4 at the inner membrane, but its precise contribution to
machine function is presently unknown.
VirB6. VirB6At is a polytopic membrane protein with a
periplasmic N terminus, five TM domains, and a cytoplasmic C
terminus (144, 145, 149). Polytopic subunits are features of all
T4SS and most other bacterial secretion systems. As exempli-
fied with the GSP subunit SecY, polytopic proteins generally
assemble as dimeric or higher-order multimeric channels (85,
99). Consistent with such a channel activity, VirB6At forms
formaldehyde-cross-linkable contacts with the T-DNA sub-
strate during translocation, as shown with the TrIP assay, and
VirB6 functionally interacts with other putative channel sub-
units, including VirB8 and a VirB7-VirB9-VirB10 core com-
plex (see below) (49, 144). VirB6At possesses a large central
periplasmic domain that plays an important role in mediating
DNA substrate transfer through the distal portion of the se-
cretion channel (144).
Although all described T4SS invariably possess one highly
hydrophobic membrane protein with five or more predicted
TM domains, the VirB6 family members display low overall
sequence similarities. Most VirB6 subunits have a molecular
mass of 30 to 35 kDa, but considerably larger polytopic
subunits also exist. Here, we will term these proteins “extended
VirB6” because they typically are composed of VirB6-like N-
terminal regions bearing multiple TM domains joined to a
large C-terminal hydrophilic domain. Such proteins often ex-
ceed 60 kDa, more than twice the molecular mass of VirB6At.
This subfamily includes TraG subunits of the E. coli F plasmid
and Vibrio cholerae SXT ICE (15, 185, 186). Like VirB6At, the
N-terminal regions of extended-VirB6 subunits probably com-
prise part of the cytoplasmic membrane channel. However,
recent studies indicate that the C-terminal extensions of these
proteins display a range of biologically important extracyto-
plasmic functions. For example, some extended-VirB6 sub-
units participate in mating-pair stabilization and/or entry ex-
clusion. The latter property, common among conjugative
plasmids and some ICEs, prevents the redundant transfer of
conjugative elements to donor cells. For two extended-VirB6
subunits, TraGF and TraGSXT, residues important for entry
exclusion were mapped to the CTDs. Furthermore, these res-
idues were shown to mediate specific interactions with entry
exclusion proteins (Eex proteins) located in the inner mem-
brane proteins of other donor cells (15, 185, 186). Two mech-
anisms were envisioned for the establishment of these distal
contacts: the C-terminal domains might simply protrude
through the T4SS and into the target cell, or they might be
proteolytically released from the N-terminal domain and then
translocate via the T4SS into the target cell (15, 185, 186).
Although these are the best-characterized examples of ex-
tended-VirB6 CTDs with extracytoplasmic functions, there is
evidence for a surface exposure of extended-VirB6 subunits
among rickettsial species (see below). Furthermore, it is inter-
esting that ComEC, a channel subunit required for DNA up-
take by the B. subtilis competence system, has extended-VirB6
features, although the disposition of the ComEC CTD at the B.
subtilis cell envelope has not been rigorously examined (55).
VirB8 and VirB10. The A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system
encodes two bitopic subunits, VirB8 and VirB10 (Fig. 4).
VirB8 subunits display sequence similarities mainly in two re-
gions corresponding to residues 100 to 143 and 190 to 235 of
VirB8At. X-ray structures for the periplasmic fragments of B.
suis and A. tumefaciens VirB8 subunits each present as a large
extended -sheet with five -helices, giving rise to an overall
globular fold (21, 261). The VirB8 subunits pack as dimers in
the crystal structures, and results of mutational analyses sug-
gest that dimerization is physiologically relevant. VirB10 sub-
units are bitopic inner membrane proteins typically with a
short cytoplasmic domain, a TM domain, a proline-rich or
coiled-coiled domain, and a large globular CTD (143). An
X-ray structure for the CTD of H. pylori ComB10 presents as
an extensively modified -barrel with an -helix projecting off
one side and a second, flexible helix-loop-helix of 70 Å in
length projecting off the top (Fig. 4) (261). ComB10 crystal-
lized as a head-to-tail dimer; recent studies indicate that this
arrangement is probably a packing artifact, although the
VirB10 subunits do assemble as homomultimers (see below;
143).
Various domains of VirB8 and VirB10 contribute to self-
association and interactions with other channel subunits.
VirB8At interacts with multiple partners, including VirB1,
VirB4, VirB5, VirB8, VirB9, VirB10, and VirB11, and there is
also indirect evidence that VirB8At interacts with polytopic
VirB6 (144, 161, 281, 292). Consistent with its multiple con-
tacts, VirB8 is important for the spatial positioning of VirB
proteins at the A. tumefaciens cell pole, leading to a proposal
that VirB8 subunits function generally as nucleation factors
during the assembly of T4SS (148, 162). In this context, it is
noteworthy that VirB8At binds VirB1At, a transglycosylase that
catalyzes the degradation of the peptidoglycan (see below)
(281). The positioning of VirB8 at the cell envelope might
determine the site of machine assembly through a combination
of VirB partner contacts and the recruitment of a transglyco-
sylase for localized murein degradation. Underscoring the
functional importance of the VirB8At/VirB1At interaction, the
B. pertussis Ptl system lacks a VirB1 homolog, but VirB8-like
PtlE is fused to a transglycosylase domain (222).
VirB10 subunits are conserved among gram-negative bacte-
rial T4SS and, like VirB8, form multiple subunit contacts with
other Mpf subunits. VirB10At also functions dynamically by
undergoing a conformational change in response to ATP en-
ergy use at the inner membrane (48). This structural transition,
induced by the VirD4At T4CP and VirB11At ATP binding or
hydrolysis, is necessary for the formation of a stable VirB7-
VirB9-VirB10 channel complex and for DNA substrate pas-
sage through the distal portion of the translocation channel
(48). Energized VirB10 is thus postulated to physically bridge
inner and outer membrane subassemblies of gram-negative
T4SS. Recent ultrastructural findings described below now
firmly support the notion that VirB10 subunits function as
structural scaffolds across the entire cell envelope.
Although most VirB10 homologs share similar topological
and domain architectures, some subunits designated VirB10 in
fact bear little similarity to other VirB10 subunits. Most nota-
bly, in H. pylori, proteins designated VirB10-like, e.g., HP0527,
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are associated with different Cag pathogenicity islands. This
protein family ranges considerably in molecular mass from
200 to 1,000 kDa, and only the extreme C-terminal regions
display sequence similarities with other VirB10 subunits. Most
of these proteins possess centrally located, multiple-repeat se-
quences. These regions are thought to comprise hot spots for
intragenic recombination that, over evolutionary time, resulted
in the observed size variability. Unlike other VirB10 subunits,
the H. pylori counterparts form part of a sheathed filament that
extends from the H. pylori cell surface (227).
Periplasmic/Outer Membrane Channel Subunits: VirB1,
VirB2, VirB5, VirB7, and VirB9
Besides the periplasmic domains of VirB6, VirB8, and
VirB10, several other VirB subunits contribute to the assembly
of the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 secretion channel across the
periplasm and outer membrane (Fig. 4).
VirB1 transglycosylases. VirB1 homologs or other putative
muramidases are associated with many T4SS of gram-negative
and -positive bacteria. These subunits are delivered across the
cytoplasmic membrane by the GSP and, as noted above, are
thought to facilitate the assembly of the T4SS channel complex
through the localized degradation of the peptidoglycan (294).
In the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system, VirB1 is actually
dispensable for channel assembly but still required for the
biogenesis of the T pilus (29, 133). VirB1At is also proteolyti-
cally cleaved to liberate a C-terminal peptide, VirB1*; this
fragment is delivered to the cell exterior, but its extracellular
function is unknown (177, 300).
Outer membrane-associated subunits VirB7 and VirB9.
VirB7 subunits are small lipoproteins found in only a subset of
gram-negative systems. In A. tumefaciens, VirB7 stabilizes
VirB9, in part through the formation of a disulfide cross-link
(Fig. 4) (6, 249). VirB7At localizes predominantly at the outer
membrane, but cytoplasmic membrane, pilus-associated, and
other extracellular forms also exist (96). In B. pertussis and
Brucella abortus, VirB7 homologs also stabilize VirB9-like
partners as well as other VirB subunits (78, 93). In B. abortus,
mature VirB7 lacks an N-terminal Cys residue and thus is not
lipid modified. B. abortus VirB7 is also not required for the
formation of a functional secretion system (78). Many gram-
negative T4SS encode lipoproteins with little sequence simi-
larity to VirB7At that could supply a VirB7-like function or
another novel activity. The H. pylori HP0532 lipoprotein, for
example, is considerably larger than VirB7At and localizes ex-
tracellularly as a component of a large sheathed filament pro-
duced by the Cag T4SS (227).
VirB9 subunits are hydrophilic and localize in the periplasm
and the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria. VirB9At is
composed of two conserved domains with an intervening non-
conserved linker (142). As shown by the nuclear magnetic
resonance structure, the C-terminal one-third of VirB9-like
TraNpKM101 adopts a -sandwich fold around which VirB7-like
TraOpKM101 winds (26). The C-terminal region of VirB9At is
part of the outer membrane channel, as shown by the surface
accessibility of cysteine residues and epitopes introduced into
this region (26). As described in more detail below, recent
studies have shown that VirB7 and VirB9 form a central chan-
nel that, together with VirB10, spans the entire gram-negative
bacterial cell envelope.
Pilus subunits VirB2 and VirB5. VirB2 pilin proteins assem-
ble as components of the secretion channel as well as the
conjugative pilus. Typically, these are small (5- to 10-kDa)
hydrophobic proteins with low overall levels of sequence re-
latedness. Upon cleavage of the unusually long signal se-
quence, the proproteins are further processed into the mature
pilin. For example, the N terminus of the TraAF pilin is N
acetylated (169), and TrbBRP4 and VirB2At undergo novel
cyclization reactions resulting in the covalent linkage of their N
and C termini (Fig. 4) (90, 153). Mature pilin integrates into
the cytoplasmic membrane via two hydrophobic -helices, pre-
sumably forming a pool for subsequent use in building the
channel and pilus (169, 245).
Gram-positive bacterial and archaeal T4SS lack VirB2 ho-
mologs, but as noted above, genes encoding small proteins with
pilin-like hydropathy profiles are often present and colinear
with genes encoding VirB4-like subunits. In some systems,
such components might in fact assemble as conjugative pili
extending from the cell surface or pseudopili extending across
the cell wall. Although no such pili have been detected on the
surfaces of gram-positive bacteria, in the crenarchaeote Sul-
folobus, strains carrying conjugative plasmids, e.g., pKEF9,
elaborate long pili. A pKEF9-encoded subunit, P05, bears pi-
lin-like features and might correspond to the pilin subunit
(217, 235).
VirB5 subunits are exported to the periplasm, where they
contribute to substrate transfer and pilus assembly. In an early
study, it was shown that the conjugative donor activity of E. coli
cells carrying a pKM101 derivative lacking the gene for VirB5-
like TraC was restored upon mixture with TraC-producing
cells (288). TraC mutations were also shown to disrupt bacte-
riophage attachment to pilus receptors, leading to a proposal
that VirB5-like subunits are pilus constituents that mediate
contacts between donor and recipient cells (288). Consistent
with this proposal, VirB5At localizes at the tip of the A. tume-
faciens T pilus, as shown by immunoelectron microscopy (4).
As discussed further below, there is increasing evidence that
extracellular forms of VirB2 and VirB5 homologs function
generally in target cell attachment and host immune evasion in
pathogens.
A T4SS CORE COMPLEX AND ROUTE OF SUBSTRATE
TRANSLOCATION ACROSS THE GRAM-NEGATIVE
BACTERIAL CELL ENVELOPE
Exciting structural and functional advancements are unveil-
ing how T4SS machines are architecturally configured and how
substrates are delivered across the gram-negative cell envelope
(Fig. 5). VirB7, VirB9, and VirB10 homologs from the
pKM101 T4SS were purified and shown by cryo-electron mi-
croscopy (CryoEM) to assemble as a 1-MDa channel with the
potential of spanning the entire gram-negative bacterial cell
envelope (102). The structure, determined at a 15-Å resolu-
tion, consists of 14 copies of each homolog. It is configured as
a double-walled ring-like structure with an inner layer (I layer)
composed of the N-terminal domains of the VirB9 and VirB10
homologs anchored in the inner membrane and opened at the
base by a 55-Å-diameter hole. The outer layer (O layer), com-
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posed of the VirB7 homolog and the C-terminal domains of
the VirB9 and VirB10 homologs, forms the main body and a
narrow cap with a hole of 10 Å in diameter. The cap presump-
tively forms the channel across the outer membrane, but due to
the small size of the opening, there are probably significant
structural rearrangements during substrate translocation or pi-
lus assembly (102).
A crystal structure of the C-terminal domain of a VirB10
homolog (H. pylori ComB10 [ComB10Hp]) was fitted into the
electron density of the external wall of the O layer, with its N
terminus directed toward the I layer (102, 261). In this location,
VirB10 forms a scaffold linking the inner and outer membrane
channel subunits and also energizes substrate translocation
across the outer membrane, through ATP-mediated conforma-
tional changes. The I layer of the core complex is inserted into
the inner membrane via the VirB10 TM domains. Other sub-
units required for translocation, including VirB6, VirB8, and
the VirD4, VirB4, and VirB11 ATPases, are postulated to
assemble as the inner membrane translocase within the 55-Å
hole formed by the VirB10 scaffold. Pilin subunits, e.g., VirB2
and VirB5, could also be located within the VirB9/VirB10
chamber, forming a conduit for substrate transfer through the
periplasm and across the outer membrane (Fig. 5) (102).
Complementing this VirB7/VirB9/VirB10 structure, as men-
tioned above, a formaldehyde-cross-linking assay termed TrIP
was developed to identify contacts between translocating DNA
substrates and the Mpf subunits of the A. tumefaciens VirB/
VirD4 system (Fig. 5) (49, 64). Substrate contacts were de-
tected with the VirD4 T4CP, VirB11 ATPase, VirB6 and
VirB8, and VirB2 and VirB9. Further TrIP studies with non-
polar virB and virD4 null mutants identified the subunit re-
quirements for channel-substrate contacts and enabled the def-
inition of the substrate translocation pathway across the cell
envelope. Accordingly, the VirD4 T4CP receptor first binds
the substrate and delivers it to the VirB11 ATPase. VirB11
then coordinates with the VirD4 and VirB4 ATPases to trans-
fer the substrate to channel the subunits VirB6 and VirB8 for
passage across the inner membrane. Finally, the substrate is
delivered through the portion of the channel composed of
VirB2 and VirB9 for translocation across the periplasm and
outer membrane (11, 49, 142, 144).
Taken together, the definition of the VirB7/VirB9/VirB10
core structure by CryoEM and the route of substrate translo-
cation by TrIP offer a cohesive view of how type IV secretion
substrates are delivered across the gram-negative cell envelope
(Fig. 5). This general machine architecture and translocation
mechanism are probably similar at least among dedicated
DNA transfer systems. Whether the same channel structure
mediates the translocation of protein substrates is not yet
known. Particularly noteworthy in this context is the B. pertus-
FIG. 5. Substrate translocation pathway and architecture of a T4SS core complex. The substrate translocation pathway depicted at the left (red
arrow) was developed for the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system on the basis of DNA-channel subunit contacts identified by formaldehyde
cross-linking (49). The DNA substrate cross-links with the VirD4 T4CP, VirB11 ATPase, polytopic VirB6, bitopic VirB8, VirB2 pilin, and outer
membrane (OM) VirB9. These subunits are postulated to comprise the secretion channel, whereas other components, including VirB3, VirB4, and
VirB10, promote channel assembly as protein scaffolds or through ATP-mediated conformational changes. A CryoEM structure of a core complex
composed of pKM101 VirB7-like TraN, VirB9-like TraO, and VirB10-like TraF is presented at right (102). Fourteen copies of each subunit
assemble to form a large double-walled chamber that presumptively spans the entire gram-negative cell envelope. Additional subunits listed at the
entrance are postulated to position within the core chamber. (The cryo-electron microscopy structure is reprinted from reference 102 with
permission from AAAS.)
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sis Ptl system, wherein the protein substrate is a multisubunit
complex (pentameric PT) that assembles in the periplasm and
engages with the T4SS specifically for transit across the outer
membrane (39). It is difficult to envision how PT could enter a
VirB7/VirB9/VirB10-like chamber for translocation across the
outer membrane without significant conformational rearrange-
ments. Also, as discussed in further detail below, the A. tume-
faciens VirB/VirD4 T4SS and other gram-negative systems
elaborate two surface structures, a secretion channel and a
conjugative pilus or other surface filament. It is unclear
whether the VirB7/VirB9/VirB10 channel complex visualized
by CryoEM represents a scaffold for the secretion channel, the
surface filament, or both organelles.
SURFACE STRUCTURES OF
GRAM-NEGATIVE SYSTEMS
Surface structures contribute in a number of ways to biolog-
ical functions of the T4SS. They establish contacts with target
cells and promote attachment to abiotic surfaces to facilitate
biofilm formation, and there is increasing evidence that they
can contribute to the evasion of host immune defenses in
pathogenic settings. The pili of gram-negative bacterial conju-
gation systems are the best characterized of the T4SS surface
structures. The conjugative pili are composed of a pilin subunit
and often a minor pilin subunit attached at the pilus tip and/or
base. F plasmid-encoded pili are long (2 to 20 m) and flexible,
with a diameter of 8 nm and a central lumen of 2 nm, whereas
the P pili elaborated by IncP plasmid RP4 are short (1 m)
and rigid, with a diameter of 8 to 12 nm (154, 169, 245). F-like
pili enable E. coli donor cells to transfer DNA in liquid media,
whereas P-like pili support efficient transfer only on solid sur-
faces. F-like pili can be detected on the surfaces of F plasmid-
carrying cells, and they can undergo cycles of extension and
retraction to promote the formation of conjugative junctions
(66). P-like pili are rarely detected on donor cell surfaces and
probably do not retract; rather, these hydrophobic filaments
are sloughed from the cell surface, where their adhesive prop-
erties are thought to mediate the aggregation of donor and
recipient cells (233, 237).
Recent microscopy studies of the F pili have supplied both
high-resolution structural information and insights into the
dynamics and biological importance of pilus extension and
retraction (66, 280). The structure of the F pilus was examined
using CryoEM and single-particle methods. The tubular struc-
ture has a diameter of 8.5 nm, with two different subunit
packing arrangements. One is a stack of pilin rings of C4
symmetry, and the second is a one-start helical symmetry with
an axial rise of 3.5 Å per subunit and a pitch of 12.2 Å.
These two packing arrangements seem to coexist within the
pilus structure. The central lumen of the pilus is estimated to
be 30 Å, large enough to accommodate ssDNA and an un-
folded protein(s), although the question of whether the con-
jugative pilus serves as a conduit for substrate transfer remains
a subject of debate (280).
F pilus extension and retraction has now been visualized
with living cells by laser scanning confocal microscopy (66).
Intriguingly, the images suggest that E. coli donor cells un-
dergo cycles of pilus extension and retraction to sample the
immediate surroundings. Extension involves the addition of
pilin subunits to the cell-proximal base of the pilus. If the
extended pilus establishes contact with a recipient cell, retrac-
tion generates a force sufficient to bring the cells together.
The transfer of F plasmid DNA to recipient cells has also
been monitored in real time (16). In that study, an assay based
on the binding of SeqA to hemimethylated DNA enabled the
visualization of newly acquired DNA during conjugation. Re-
cipient cells deficient in guanosine methylation at GATC se-
quences are engineered to synthesize SeqA fused to yellow
fluorescent protein. When Dam	 donor cells are mated with
Dam
 recipient cells, the ssDNA substrate from the donor
becomes hemimethylated upon second-strand synthesis in the
recipient. SeqA-yellow fluorescent protein binds the hemi-
methylated DNA, enabling the visualization of newly acquired
DNA by fluorescence microscopy. By use of this assay, newly
acquired DNA could be localized within the recipient cell.
Interestingly, DNA acquisition could be detected in the ab-
sence of direct cell-to-cell contact albeit at frequencies several
orders of magnitude lower than previously recorded frequen-
cies of F plasmid transfer (16). In these instances, DNA might
translocate through the extended pilus, although other mech-
anisms such as transformation or trafficking through mem-
brane blebs were not ruled out.
Although the F pilus might function as a conduit for DNA
transfer, a large amount of genetic and biochemical data for
the F plasmid transfer system strongly indicates that efficient
transfer requires direct cell-to-cell contact followed by the sta-
bilization of mating junctions (87, 233). Similarly, for systems
in which conjugative pili are sloughed from the cell surface,
e.g., plasmid RP4 and VirBAt/VirD4At systems, the isolation of
“uncoupling” mutations that block detectable pilus production
while permitting efficient DNA transfer establishes that conju-
gative pili are dispensable for substrate translocation. Such
mutations have been isolated in pilin subunits and several
other Mpf channel subunits (90, 142, 145, 230). The notion that
pili are not required for T4SS has gained further support from
studies showing that the B. pertussis Ptl system lacks a detect-
able pilus yet translocates PT into the milieu by a mechanism
that is still dependent on the production of VirB2-like PtlA
(287).
T4SS of gram-negative bacteria also elaborate a variety of
other surface structures that are thought to function primarily
or exclusively in attachment to target cells or abiotic surfaces.
In H. pylori, the Cag pathogenicity island mediates the forma-
tion of sheathed appendages of 100 to 200 nm in length (227).
The needle portion of this structure has a diameter of 40 nm,
and the sheathed structure has a diameter of 70 nm. Subunits
associated with this sheathed structure include HP0527
(VirB10-like domain), HP0532 (VirB7-like lipoprotein),
HP0528 (VirB9-like), and, at its tip, the CagA effector protein
(227, 256). Of further interest, HP0525 (VirB11-like ATPase)
is dispensable for HP0532 surface localization and associations
with extracellular filaments (256). HP0525 thus might contrib-
ute to morphogenesis or the function of the Cag T4SS in ways
that are distinct from those of other VirB11 ATPases in me-
diating pilus assembly. H. pylori appears to elaborate another
type of Cag-dependent pilus composed of HP0546 (VirB2At-
like) and CagL (VirB5At-like) (17, 19, 164). Interestingly,
CagL is a specialized adhesin that binds to and activates inte-
grin receptors on mammalian epithelial cells through an Arg-
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Gly-Asp (RGD) motif (see below; 164). The relationship, if
any, between the sheathed structure and the VirB2/VirB5-like
pilus is not clear at this time. In L. pneumophila, the Dot/Icm
system elaborates a different type of surface structure, a fibrous
mesh that covers the cell surface and is composed of DotO and
DotH subunits (283). This fibrous mesh is thought to facilitate
specific stages of the L. pneumophila infection cycle. Below, we
discuss other bacterial and archaeal surface appendages or
adhesins associated with T4SS.
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY OF T4SS: MECHANISTIC
THEMES AND VARIATIONS
In the next sections, we will summarize information avail-
able for T4SS functioning in phylogenetically diverse pro-
karyotes. The discussion will focus mainly on recently
described systems in gram-negative obligate intracellular bac-
teria, gram-positive bacteria, wall-less bacteria, and members
of the Archaea. Sometimes, information is limited to the iden-
tification of T4SS genes through genome sequencing, yet even
in silico analyses can offer valuable insights regarding possible
machine architectures and functions.
More Gram-Negative Systems
Gram-negative obligate intracellular bacteria. Rickettsia
spp. are a group of gram-negative obligate intracellular alpha-
proteobacteria responsible for a variety of human diseases
(275). Members of the families Anaplasmataceae and Rickett-
siaceae of Rickettsia are responsible for various arthropod-
borne diseases of mammalian hosts. The genomes of these
intracellular pathogens are generally small (1 to 1.5 Mb) and
honed for survival in the specialized niches of arthropod and
mammalian hosts. In this context, it is intriguing that these
pathogens often possess T4SS gene clusters bearing duplica-
tions of certain virB-like genes. Homologs of most of the VirB/
VirD4 genes were identified in all species of the Anaplasmata-
ceae (Ehrlichia chaffeensis, Ehrlichia ruminantium, Anaplasma
phagocytophilum, Anaplasma marginale, Wolbachia spp., Ne-
orickettsia sennetsu) as well as the Rickettsiaceae (Rickettsia
typhi, Rickettsia prowazekii, and Rickettsia conorii) (7, 61, 106,
108, 136, 140, 188, 205, 206).
As depicted in Fig. 6, the T4SS genes generally cluster into
two or three groups (95, 106, 136, 207). One group codes for
proteins resembling A. tumefaciens VirB3, VirB4, and VirB6.
Particularly noteworthy is that these gene clusters code for
three to four copies of VirB6 paralogs that we classify as
extended VirB6 due to their considerably larger sizes (850 to
2,350 kDa) than VirB6At. These are polytopic membrane
proteins with large hydrophilic domains located N terminally,
centrally, or C terminally. VirB6-2 of E. chaffeensis undergoes
proteolysis, resulting in the release of an 80-kDa fragment that
accumulates in E. chaffeensis-containing vacuoles (22). Evi-
dence was also presented for pairwise interactions among the
E. chaffeensis VirB6 paralogs and for interactions between the
80-kDa proteolytic fragment and two VirB6 paralogs (22). In
addition, a VirB6 subunit appears to localize at the cell surface
FIG. 6. T4SS genes in the genomes of gram-negative obligate intracellular pathogens are organized in distinct clusters. (A) Organizations of
T4SS genes in some completed genomes of intracellular pathogens; noncontiguous gene clusters are separated by double cross-hatched lines (106,
136, 199). All genomes examined possess multiple copies of virB6-like genes. (B) Anaplasmataceae genomes also possess several copies of virB2-like
genes often next to virB4-like genes. GenBank accession numbers are CP000235 for A. phagocytophilum, CP000236 for E. chaffeensis, CP000237
for N. sennetsu, and AE017196 for Wolbachia pipientis Mel. Orthologous and paralogous genes are shown in the same color for all the genomes;
gene sizes are not depicted to scale.
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of Wolbachia in infected insect cultured cell lines (223). The
presence of multiple variant forms of VirB6-like subunits in
obligate intracellular bacteria suggests the intriguing possibility
that these proteins promote survival in the host through the
binding of host cell receptors or evasion of host immune
defenses.
A second gene cluster codes for homologs of A. tumefaciens
VirB8, VirB9, VirB10, VirB11, and VirD4 (Fig. 6). There is
evidence for the transcription of this gene cluster and also for
the surface exposure of the VirB9 subunits of E. chaffeensis and
A. phagocytophilum (22, 94, 95, 178). Additionally, a VirD4-
like T4CP is required for the translocation of the ankyrin
repeat protein AnkA into the mammalian host cytoplasm
(173). Thus, the data indicate that the virB-virD4 genes are
expressed and that a functional VirB/VirD4 system assembles
in these obligate intracellular pathogens.
A third gene cluster recently identified in species including
A. phagocytophilum, A. marginale, Ehrlichia canis, E. chaffeen-
sis, and Wolbachia spp. codes for several copies of VirB2 or-
thologs and VirB4 (Fig. 6) (106, 199). In view of the proposed
role for VirB4 in mediating the assembly of conjugative pili,
the preservation of the virB2-virB4 gene arrangement suggests
that these proteins might assemble as an antigenically variable
surface organelle in intracellular bacteria either independently
of or in conjunction with the other VirB subunits. An interest-
ing parallel exists in the related alphaproteobacterium Bar-
tonella tribocorum, in which the Trw T4SS carries multiple
tandem copies of virB2- and virB5-like genes (75). The Trw
system also encodes tandemly duplicated copies of VirB6-like
TrwI, although the variant TrwI proteins closely resemble
VirB6At family members in size and hydropathy. These find-
ings suggest that the obligate intracellular pathogens might
have adopted a strategy similar to that of Bartonella spp. in
synthesizing variant pili to promote survival in the host cell
(see below).
Flanking the virB-virD4 loci of various intracellular patho-
gens are several additional genes of interest. For example, in A.
phagocytophilum and E. chaffeensis (but not Rickettsia spp.),
sodB, encoding an iron superoxide dismutase, is cotranscribed
with the virB3-virB6 genes (60, 207). A protective oxidative
stress response might thus be coupled with T4SS machine
assembly in environments, e.g., the eukaryotic cytoplasm or
blood-feeding ticks, where both activities are needed for cell
survival or proliferation. In addition, flanking virB2-virB4 gene
clusters of A. phagocytophilum and E. canis are genes encoding
P44 outer membrane proteins or surface antigens, as well as
membrane proteases. In A. phagocytophilum, P44 outer mem-
brane protein genes also flank the virB8-virD4 gene cluster, and
in E. chaffeensis, genes encoding a 120-kDa immunodominant
surface antigen and a tetricopeptide repeat protein flank the
corresponding virB-virD4 gene cluster (136). These gene rela-
tionships might reflect a coordination of expression and func-
tion among T4SS and various surface constituents. Finally,
besides the virB-virD4 gene clusters described above, orphan
virB genes are distributed throughout the genomes of Rickett-
sia species. These are generally virB2 or virB9 orthologs,
but further studies are needed to assess their biological
importance.
Although Rickettsia felis and other Rickettsia species have
plasmids carrying a subset of F plasmid-like tra genes (107), a
gene cluster on the Rickettsia bellii chromosome coding for 12
of the 17 F tra genes represents the most intact Tra system
identified to date for Rickettsia organisms (107, 205). This gene
cluster might elaborate a functional T4SS, as further suggested
by electron microscopy images showing the presence of F-like
sex pili extending from Rickettsia bellii cell surfaces and form-
ing cell-to-cell contacts (205).
Genomes of all obligate intracellular Rickettsia spp. carry
multiple T4SS gene clusters; however, the intracellular patho-
gen Orientia tsutsugamushi displays the most dramatic example
of T4SS gene fragmentation described to date (61). The O.
tsutsugamushi genome carries T4SS genes closely related to
those of the F plasmid tra region arranged into 24 fragmented
repeat clusters with eight or more genes per cluster as well as
additional shorter gene clusters. Most of the gene clusters are
flanked by tRNA or integrase genes, suggesting that they are
remnants of ancestral genomic islands. Mutations and gene
rearrangements generate a mosaic of intact genes and pseu-
dogenes among all T4SS gene clusters (103). Nevertheless, the
T4SS-mediated translocation of effector proteins might be im-
portant for O. tsutsugamushi intracellular survival and host
switching, as suggested by the findings that the genome also
carries genes for over 40 ankyrin repeat (Ank) proteins and
that many of these are flanked on one or both sides by T4SS
genes. Deciphering how T4SS gene fragmentation arose and
how the putative T4SS gene products contribute to the intra-
cellular life-style of O. tsutsugamushi are fascinating areas for
future study.
Studies with chimeric T4SS and surrogate hosts. Mechanis-
tic studies of T4SS in obligate intracellular bacteria and other
gram-negative pathogens are often constrained by the failure
of these organisms to grow in laboratory culture. Efforts to
reconstitute entire T4SS in heterologous hosts have met with
limited success, but the use of chimeric systems or surrogate
hosts has been informative. In Bartonella tribocorum, for ex-
ample, the Trw system is highly related to the TrwR388 DNA
conjugation system (75, 79, 241). Homologs of the two systems
share 20 to 80% sequence identities, and the VirB7-, VirB9-,
and VirB10-like core subunits exhibit 50% identities. In con-
trast to the TrwR388 system, the B. tribocorum Trw system lacks
a cognate T4CP, fails to translocate DNA, and instead synthe-
sizes an antigenically variable pilus thought to be important for
the establishment of persistent erythrocyte infections in mam-
mals (see below). Remarkably, B. tribocorum Trw genes en-
coding VirB5-like TrwH, VirB10-like TrwE, and VirB11-like
TrwD substitute for their homologs in the TrwR388 system (79,
241). This finding underscores the conservation of machine
architecture between two T4SS that appear to have evolved for
completely different functions.
Studies of the intracellular Brucella sp. VirB systems are
limited in part because of biosafety concerns. Brucella is phy-
logenetically closely related to Agrobacterium, and although
the Brucella VirB system does not mediate substrate secretion
when produced in A. tumefaciens, it assembles at least partly in
A. tumefaciens. Years ago, it was shown that the synthesis of
the A. tumefaciens VirB proteins in agrobacterial recipient cells
greatly stimulates the acquisition of plasmid DNA during mat-
ings with agrobacterial donor cells (32, 175, 282). Intriguingly,
the VirBBs proteins also stimulate DNA uptake when synthe-
sized in agrobacterial recipient cells. Although the underlying
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mechanism for enhanced DNA uptake is unknown, this assay
enables further structure-function studies of the Brucella VirB
machinery in the A. tumefaciens surrogate host (45). Addition-
ally, although most Brucella subunits are not interchangeable
with homologs of other T4SS, VirB1Bs functionally substitutes
for VirB1At (133). The periplasmic domain of VirB8Bs can also
be swapped with the corresponding domain of a homolog en-
coded by the pSB102 plasmid transfer system (35). These find-
ings support predictions from crystallographic studies that the
CTDs of VirB8-like subunits are structurally conserved.
The use of a surrogate host also enabled the identification of
secretion substrates of a T4SS functioning in the obligate in-
tracellular pathogen Coxiella burnetii (273). C. burnetii, the
causative agent of Q fever, is phylogenetically closely related to
L. pneumophila and carries a Dot/Icm system resembling that
of L. pneumophila. Several Coxiella dot/icm genes (dotB, icmS,
icmW, and icmT) complement corresponding gene mutations
in L. pneumophila, whereas a few do not (icmX, icmQ, dotM,
dotL, dotN, and dotO) (296). The L. pneumophila Dot/Icm
system delivers over 70 effector proteins during infection (202),
but the Coxiella genome lacks genes for most or all of these
effectors. Bioinformatic screens have, however, identified pro-
teins with eukaryote-like domains including Ank repeats, tet-
ratricopeptide repeats, coiled-coil domains, leucine-rich re-
peats, GTPase domains, ubiquitination-related motifs, and
eukaryote-like kinases and phosphatases (273, 274). To test
whether the Ank proteins might be T4SS substrates, C. burnetii
genes were expressed in L. pneumophila cells and assayed for
translocation through the L. pneumophila Dot/Icm system.
Eleven C. burnetii Ank proteins were found to translocate
through this heterologous system. These Ank proteins possess
C-terminal regions necessary for translocation, and some Ank
proteins also require the chaperone IcmS for secretion (Table
1) (273, 274). The use of L. pneumophila as a surrogate host
has been valuable because until recently, C. burnetii cells could
not be grown in laboratory culture or genetically manipulated.
However, in two recent reports, both a medium supporting the
axenic growth of C. burnetii cultures and the application of
mariner-based Himar transposition for mutant constructions
were described (27, 208). These significant advancements
promise to accelerate genetic and biochemical studies eluci-
dating the contribution of the C. burnetii Dot/Icm system to
infection.
Gram-Positive T4SS
Conjugation among the gram-positive bacteria is a principal
mechanism for the dissemination of multiple-antibiotic resis-
tance and other virulence traits in clinical settings. An excellent
review on conjugation in gram-positive bacteria appeared in
2003 (116). Here, we will update information on gram-positive
elements by focusing on a few representative conjugation sys-
tems, mainly to draw comparisons with gram-negative systems
and identify fundamental requirements for DNA translocation
across the gram-positive envelope.
Conjugative DNA processing. Relaxases associated with gram-
positive T4SS have been classified into three phylogenetic
groups (100, 116), but the characterized relaxases catalyze
nicking by the same transesterase mechanism as that described
above for gram-negative enzymes. Characterized relaxases in-
clude MobA (staphylococcal pC221) (46, 47), PcfG (E. faecalis
plasmid pCF10) (58, 59), MobM (streptococcal plasmid
pMV158) (92, 120), and TraA (S. agalactiae plasmid pIP501)
(158, 163, 276). In vitro studies of the staphylococcal pC221
and E. faecalis pCF10 processing reactions established the im-
portance of the accessory factors MobC and PcfF in coordi-
nating the binding and catalytic activities of the relaxases
MobA and PcfG at their respective oriT target sites (46, 47,
58). Studies of both systems support a model in which the
accessory factors recruit MobA to the nic site and also facili-
tate nicking through strand opening. Furthermore, by examin-
ing the efficiency with which the pC221 and pCF10 Dtr factors
catalyze nicking at oriT sequences of cognate and closely re-
lated plasmids, data were presented showing that minor nucle-
otide variations, specifically within the relaxase binding site,
form the basis for the specificity of the nicking reaction
(47, 58).
Like the gram-negative systems, some gram-positive relax-
ases, e.g., MobMpMV158 and TraApIP501, mediate plasmid
transfer independently of other Dtr processing factors (92,
158). For both pMV158 and pIP501, the oriT regions are com-
pactly organized, and the promoter for the relaxase gene over-
laps the nic site (92, 163). Correspondingly, in the pIP501
system, relaxase binding to oriT autoregulates the expression of
the relaxase and downstream transfer genes (163). Gram-neg-
ative plasmid pBBR1 has a nic region identical to that of
pMV158, and reminiscent of pIP501, the binding of pBBR1
relaxase at oriT autoregulates downstream tra gene expression
(255). It is postulated that this mode of regulation evolved for
the feedback control of plasmid transfer rates to minimize the
metabolic burden associated with conjugative DNA transfer
(163).
Gram-positive ICEs are also processed for transfer with or
without accessory factors. One particularly interesting ICE re-
cently identified in B. subtilis, ICEBs1, efficiently transfers be-
tween cells in response to global DNA damage, and transfer
among donor cell populations is also inhibited by a quorum-
sensing immunity system (13, 14). Once the element excises
from the chromosome, NicK relaxase catalyzes nicking at the
oriT sequence in the absence of other factors (170, 171). In
contrast, for the well-characterized ICE Tn916, the Orf20 re-
laxase catalyzes efficient and site-specific nicking at oriT only in
the presence of integrase. In the absence of integrase, Orf20
functions not as a nickase but as an endonuclease that cleaves
both strands of the oriT region at distinct sites enriched in GT
dinucleotides (226).
T4CPs. The T4CPs of gram-positive systems also resemble
those of their gram-negative counterparts, with conserved
NBDs and variable NTDs and CTDs enabling subclassifica-
tion: PcfCpCF10 and ICEBs1 (VirD4At-like), Orf10pIP501
(short and hydrophilic with an associated membrane pro-
tein), TcpApCW3 (divergent N- and C-terminal regions), and
Streptomyces FtsK/SpoIIIE-like T4CPs (dsDNA transfer
across mycelial membranes) (Fig. 3). A few of these T4CPs
have been characterized biochemically. The soluble form of
PcfCpCF10 (deleted of its NTD) binds ssDNA and dsDNA
substrates in vitro, and the native protein binds the pCF10
transfer intermediate in vivo (59). This form of PcfC binds
ATP but does not display detectable levels of ATPase ac-
tivity and exists in solution predominantly as a monomer
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(59). Some evidence was presented for the assembly of the
Orf10pIP501 and TcpApCW3 T4CPs as dimers and higher-
order multimers (1, 251), but presently, there is no firm
evidence for hexamer formation by these or any other gram-
positive T4CP. As mentioned above, TcpApCW3 deleted of
its N-terminal putative TM domain still mediates plasmid
transfer, in striking contrast to similar N-terminal mutant
forms of T4CPs from gram-negative systems (259). At the
least, this finding highlights a fundamental difference be-
tween TcpA and other characterized T4CPs. More signifi-
cantly, it might raise questions about the T4CP channel
model.
Further studies have identified several T4CP partner inter-
actions. PcfCpCF10 and Orf10pIP501 interact with the cognate
relaxases PcfG and TraA, and PcfC also interacts with the PcfF
accessory factor in vitro (1, 59). PcfC also interacts with the
processed form of pCF10 in vivo, as shown with the TrIP assay
(59). Among the Mpf channel subunits, PcfC interacts with
VirB6-like PrgH and VirB4-like PrgJ (C. E. Alvarez-Martinez,
Y. Chen, and P. J. Christie, unpublished data), with the latter
interaction being reminiscent of that between the VirD4At and
VirB4At ATPases (11). TcpApCW3 and Orf10pIP501 also bind
several putative channel subunits. For example, TcpApCW3
binds VirB6-like TcpH and a 350-kDa bitopic subunit,
TcpCpCW3 (251), whereas Orf10pIP501 interacts with
Orf6pIP501, a 450-kDa protein with a predicted central TM
domain (1). Interestingly, these T4CPs also bind the putative
peptidoglycan hydrolases TcpGpCW3 and Orf7pIP501, respec-
tively (1, 251). This type of interaction has not been shown for
gram-negative T4CPs, and the findings may indicate that gram-
positive T4CPs supply a VirB8At-like function by recruiting cell
wall-degrading enzymes to sites of machine assembly.
Type IV secretion channels. Little is known about the archi-
tectures or mechanisms of action of type IV secretion channels
in gram-positive bacteria. To identify possible mechanistic
themes, here we summarize recent findings for five systems
currently under study, three conjugative plasmids (E. faecalis
pCF10, S. agalactiae pIP501, and C. perfringens pCW3) and two
ICEs (enterococcal Tn916 and B. subtilis ICEBs1). The puta-
tive channel components of each T4SS and their predicted
locations at the gram-positive cell envelope are depicted in
Fig. 7.
All gram-positive T4SS encode a VirB4-like putative
ATPase of 750 residues. As mentioned above, a character-
istic feature of many T4SS is that genes encoding small pro-
teins with two or three predicted TM domains reside upstream
of and often overlap with the virB4-like genes. In the pCF10
system, prgI overlaps prgJ, and we postulate that the two gene
products functionally interact (Fig. 7). The pCF10 and pIP501
systems encode the polytopic subunits PrgH and Orf12, resem-
bling VirB6At in size and number of predicted TM domains.
The pCW3, Tn916, and ICEBs1 systems encode extended-
VirB6 forms, each with large C-terminal extensions. These
extensions of Orf15Tn916 and TcpHpCW3 carry coiled-coil do-
mains, and Orf15Tn916 also has a putative eukaryotic microtu-
bule binding protein MIPP-T3 domain (see below). We depict
that these domains extend to the cell surface, where they might
bind target cell receptors (Fig. 7); however, further studies are
needed to experimentally test this prediction. The deletion of
the C-terminal 251 or 318 residues of TcpHpCW3, currently the
only characterized VirB6-like subunit of a gram-positive T4SS,
diminishes or abolishes plasmid transfer, establishing the im-
portance of this domain for protein function. A central
periplasmic domain of TcpH carries a sequence motif,
VQQPW, that is also found in Orf15Tn916, and a mutation of
this motif abolishes TcpH function (251). As mentioned above,
TcpH also self-associates and interacts with TcpC, a bitopic
protein related to Orf13Tn916. Interestingly, both TcpH and
VirB4-like TcpF localize at the cell poles of C. perfringens,
raising the possibility that the Tcp channel assembles at the
polar membrane, as shown for the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4
system (259).
Each of the five transfer systems also has one or more
bitopic membrane proteins of 300 to 350 residues with N-
proximal or central TM domains (Fig. 7). Bitopic TcpCpCW3 is
related to Orf13Tn916 and YddBICEBs1, whereas PrgDpCF10 is
related to Orf13pIP501. These subunits might provide VirB8- or
VirB10-like scaffold functions for the portion of the secretion
channel extending distally from the membrane. Another com-
mon feature is the presence of one or more small membrane
proteins with two or three predicted TM domains that also
might assemble as structural subunits of the membrane trans-
locase. Another intriguing possibility warranting investigation
is that one or more of these small hydrophobic subunits poly-
merize to form fibers extending across the thick murein cell
wall, along or through which DNA substrates are translocated,
reminiscent of the pseudopili produced in the B. subtilis com-
petence system (56).
Each system also encodes a putative murein hydrolase (Fig.
7). Although these hydrolases fall into different classes on the
basis of the predicted peptidoglycan linkages targeted for deg-
radation, they all probably punch holes in the thick murein wall
to enable channel assembly. Hydrolases are dispensable for
channel formation across gram-negative envelopes (29, 165),
but these enzymes might be essential for building type IV
structures across the thick murein wall of gram-positive
envelopes.
Finally, it is interesting that the five systems lack a VirB11
ATPase homolog. In fact, a few gram-positive systems do carry
a VirB11 homolog (116), but these systems are confined to a
group of Bacillus sp. plasmids that are closely related to Ba-
cillus anthracis pX02. Plasmids of this group include pX02,
pAW63, and pBT9727, and a recent survey also identified
pX02-like plasmids encoding VirB11 homologs in Bacillus iso-
lates from a variety of environmental niches (137). Many of
these plasmids encode functional T4SS, as shown by their
capacity to transfer small mobilizable plasmids (137). Why
VirB11-like ATPases are common among gram-negative sys-
tems but restricted to a subset of Bacillus sp. systems is an
intriguing question for further study.
Surface adhesins/factors. Among the five systems under dis-
cussion, only pCF10 and pIP501 encode proteins with features
(signal sequences and anchor domains) suggestive of surface
display (Fig. 7). The pCF10 tra region codes for three surface
proteins, PrgA, PrgB, and PrgC (Fig. 7) (127). PrgA functions
in surface exclusion, and PrgB (also called aggregation sub-
stance [AS] or Asc10) mediates the attachment of E. faecalis
cells to other bacterial and eukaryotic cells (65, 67, 86). PrgB is
a large 137-kDa protein with homologs identified primarily
in related pheromone-inducible conjugative plasmids in en-
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terococci. In addition to an N-terminal signal sequence and
C-terminal LPXTG cell wall anchor motif, PrgB contains in-
ternal RGD motifs and aggregation domains shown to be im-
portant for the binding of lipoteichoic acid, adherence to eu-
karyotic cells, and bacterial internalization by epithelial cells
(see below) (65, 67, 221, 266, 284, 285, 286). prgB mutants show
reductions in pCF10 transfer efficiencies by several orders of
magnitude, although transfer still occurs on solid surfaces.
PrgCpCF10 is related to Orf15pIP50, and both proteins carry
C-terminal cell wall anchor-like motifs (264). Both proteins
also contain highly repetitive sequence motifs of a three-
residue periodicity comprised of Pro-uncharged Glu/Asp.
Orf15pIP50 possesses 47 of these tandem repeats along most
of the protein (see below). Repeat regions enriched with Pro
and negatively charged residues are features of other gram-
positive surface proteins, including Streptococcus pyogenes
Sfb, Iga binding proteins of S. agalactiae, and S. aureus and
streptococcal fibronectin binding proteins (138, 198). Such
Pro-rich regions characteristically adopt extended structures
and also comprise protein-protein interaction surfaces
(156). PrgC and Orf15 might thus function as structural
scaffolds for the portion of the type IV channel that extends
across the cell wall, or they might mediate specific contacts
with target cells.
Although the pCW3, Tn916, and ICEBs1 systems apparently
lack cell wall-anchored proteins, these systems encode extend-
ed-VirB6 subunits that potentially protrude to the cell surface
(Fig. 7). It is intriguing to speculate that these systems have
adapted extended-VirB6 subunits to provide functions analo-
gous to those of the pCF10 and pIP501 cell wall-anchored
proteins.
Cell Wall-Less Systems
Bacteria lacking cell walls are phylogenetically most closely
related to gram-positive bacteria, and at least two genera,
Mycoplasma spp. and Spiroplasma spp., have been shown to
conjugatively transfer DNA (25, 73, 182, 183, 225, 258, 272).
Mycoplasma pulmonis and Spiroplasma citri can transfer chro-
mosomal DNA markers, and some early evidence suggested
FIG. 7. Predicted subunits of five representative T4SS functioning in gram-positive bacteria. Dispositions of the T4SS subunits at the cell
envelope are depicted schematically; topology predictions were derived from the TMHMM algorithm and have not been experimentally confirmed.
ORFs 9 and 10 from pIP501 might comprise a novel two-partner T4CP, and the VirB4-like proteins might form a complex with an adjacent gene
product, as indicated with double arrows and “?.” The VirB6-like subunits are subgrouped as VirB6 (PrgH and Orf12) or extended VirB6 (YddG,
TcpH, and Orf15) (see the text for details). Proteins with topologies and/or domains indicative of a role as a T4SS component are depicted, with
the exception of TcpIpCW3, a possible membrane-bound metal hydrolase important for pCW3 transfer. Proteins of similar sizes and predicted
membrane topologies (TMHMM algorithm) are listed with the same color, and proteins exhibiting sequence relatedness in local alignments using
the BLASTP or Psi-BLAST algorithm are listed with the same color and an asterisk. A minus sign indicates that no corresponding subunit is
produced by the transfer system. CW, cell wall; CM, cytoplasmic membrane. GenBank accession numbers are NC_006827 for E. faecalis pCF10,
L39769.1 and AJ505823.1 for S. agalactiae pIP501, AB001488.1 for B. subtilis ICEBs1, NC_010937.1 for C. perfringens pCW3, and NC_006372.1
for E. faecalis Tn916.
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that bidirectional chromosomal transfer can occur during con-
jugation (25, 182). It was proposed that gene transfer might
arise through the fusion of donor and recipient membranes,
reminiscent of DNA exchange resulting from protoplast fusion
in gram-positive bacteria. More recent studies have confirmed
that the genomes of S. citri, Spiroplasma kunkelii, and Myco-
plasma agalactiae carry T4SS genes (147, 183, 231). Thus far,
discernible homologs are limited to T4CPs, VirB4-like
ATPases, and polytopic VirB6-like proteins, but a minimized
T4SS apparatus might suffice for substrate transfer across the
simplified cell envelopes of wall-less bacteria.
S. citri plasmids and ICEs in Mycoplasma fermentans and M.
agalactiae carry T4SS gene clusters (20, 73, 183, 231, 247).
Interestingly, some M. fermentans ICEs lack homologs of
known integrases, transposases, or recombinases, suggesting
that a novel enzyme might be involved in the excision of these
elements (43). The S. kunkelii genome also carries four virB4
genes, two on the chromosome and two presumptively on plas-
mids; virB4 transcripts have been detected in infected insects
and plants, providing some evidence for biological function
(20). Pili were also detected on the S. kunkelii cell surface,
sometimes connecting two cells (210). If cells with simplified
envelopes in fact elaborate conjugative pili, it will be exciting to
define factors contributing to their spatial organization and
biogenesis.
Another feature of interest is the association of genes for
Spiroplasma adhesion-related proteins with T4SS loci (20, 73,
231). These proteins possess a repeated amino acid domain,
localize extracellularly, and might mediate attachment to host
target cells (see below). Other commonly associated genes
code for ParA or Soj proteins or, intriguingly, in the case of S.
kunkelii, MreB, a cell shape-determining protein postulated to
be important for the helical morphology of spiroplasmas (20,
183, 231). These cytoskeletal proteins might function as spatial
determinants for the assembly of the T4SS, reminiscent of the
ParA-like proteins of gram-negative systems.
Mycobacterial Conjugation
Mycobacteria possess cell walls with complex branched hy-
drocarbons known as mycolic acids. These mycolic acid layers
are exceptionally thick and form a highly ordered lipid bilayer
membrane that is covalently attached to layers of complex
sugars and the murein cell wall. In view of this novel cell
envelope composition, it is perhaps not surprising that M.
smegmatis conjugatively transfers DNA independently of clas-
sical T4SS components (98, 277). Initial screens for mutations
affecting DNA transfer initially failed to identify any transfer-
defective mutations but did result in the isolation of a number
of hyperconjugative mutations. Intriguingly, these mutations
mapped to a locus that codes for the ESX-1 secretion appara-
tus; this apparatus has been shown to secrete EsxA and EsxB
as well as other proteins in M. smegmatis as well as Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis. The M. smegmatis esx-1 mutations con-
ferred elevated transfer frequencies of 20- to 7,000-fold,
leading to a proposal that the Esx-1 system negatively regulates
DNA transfer through the release of signaling proteins or
other molecules (278).
Also intriguingly, a more recent screen for mutations affect-
ing DNA uptake by M. smegmatis recipient cells resulted in the
isolation of mutations mapping not only to the esx-1 locus but
also to the tad locus (69). The Tad system, originally identified
in Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, mediates the assem-
bly of Flp pili in that species (263). Further studies showed that
tad mutations also conferred a hyperconjugative transfer phe-
notype in M. smegmatis donor cells (69). The Esx-1 and Tad
secretion systems thus negatively regulate donor transfer and
are also required for DNA acquisition by recipient cells. A
working model posits that proteins secreted by these systems
regulate specific donor/recipient cell contacts necessary for
DNA transfer. In M. tuberculosis, the Esx-1 system does not
modulate DNA transfer but instead secretes virulence factors
that target mammalian cell receptors to aid in intracellular
survival and the suppression of host responses (2, 80). There-
fore, in M. smegmatis, the Esx system appears to have evolved
for interbacterial communication at least in part to modulate
DNA transfer, whereas in M. tuberculosis, this system was
adapted to secrete factors to modulate the pathogen-host in-
teraction (69).
In a recent update, a lipoprotein-metalloprotease, LpqM,
was shown to be important for M. smegmatis DNA donor
activity. LpqM probably does not contribute directly to DNA
transfer but instead might generate extracellular signal mole-
cules through the proteolysis of proteins released by the Esx-1
or Tad systems (200). These peptide signals could in turn
induce the expression of the DNA processing and transfer
genes, reminiscent of the pheromone-inducible plasmid trans-
fer systems of gram-positive bacteria.
Archaeal Systems
Archaeal cell envelopes can also possess novel constituents,
including mono- or bilayer lipid membranes, rigid cell walls
made up of polysaccharides or pseudomurein, no cell walls, or
glycoprotein S layers. Only a few archaeal conjugation systems
have been described, so far only for crenarchaeal species (91,
174, 217, 243, 250). An early study reported that Haloferax
volcanii bidirectionally translocates chromosomal DNA trans-
fer during conjugation, and large structures (2 mm long and 0.1
mm wide) bridging cells were postulated to mediate transfer
(228). Recent genome-sequencing studies have identified at
least two Haloferax plasmids with genes coding for T4CP and
VirB4 homologs, although transmissibility of these plasmids
has not been demonstrated (248).
Thermophilic crenarchaeal Sulfolobus spp. carry a number
of conjugative plasmids grouped as pKEF or pARN plasmids
(115, 174). Both plasmid groups encode T4CP- and VirB4-like
proteins, several other predicted membrane proteins, and pos-
sible pilin subunits. The Sulfolobus T4CPs are considerably
larger than VirD4At or TrwBR388, and their N- and C-terminal
regions are unrelated to other T4CPs (Fig. 3) (115). Neither
the N-terminal region nor the upstream ORFs carry predicted
TM domains, although possible TM domains might be located
between the Walker A and B NTP binding motifs. The VirB4-
like proteins are slightly smaller than their bacterial counter-
parts, their N termini are unrelated to other family members,
and they lack predicted TM domains (174). The polytopic
proteins fall into the subfamily of extended-VirB6 subunits
with C-terminal hydrophilic domains. As noted above, hydro-
phobic pilin-like proteins, e.g., pKEF9 p05, might assemble to
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form the pili detected on Sulfolobus solfataricus donor cells
(235).
THE EVOLUTION OF T4SS
T4SS have evolved to perform a wide variety of biological
activities profoundly influencing genome architectures and in-
fection processes. The biological consequences of T4SS are
subjects of several excellent reviews (18, 19, 24, 63, 89, 202,
212, 218). Here, we wish to explore two ideas relating to the
evolution and biological complexity of T4SS. The first is that
T4SS, particularly of the conjugation subfamily, have acquired
many regulatory mechanisms to ensure their maintenance
while at the same time mitigating the metabolic burden that
they impose on their prokaryotic hosts. The second is that
T4SS, particularly of the effector translocator subfamily, have
acquired novel surface features as a result of an ongoing dia-
logue between the bacterial pathogen and eukaryotic target.
Modulation of Lateral Gene Transfer
Conjugative elements clearly can benefit their prokaryotic
hosts because cargo genes often encode antibiotic resistance,
virulence traits, or other metabolic functions that enhance cell
survival in specific environmental niches. However, mobile el-
ements in general also impose a metabolic burden, and to
minimize the risk of killing the bacterial host, various mecha-
nisms have evolved, by both the element and the prokaryotic
host, to regulate propagation. Mechanisms controlling T4SS
gene expression range from simple feedback systems monitor-
ing intracellular levels of Dtr factors, e.g., relaxases, to more
complex regulatory systems linking the cell envelope stress
response or various environmental signals to T4SS gene ex-
pression (168, 220, 293, 295). Other mechanisms that have
evolved to control propagation operate at the level of replica-
tion (copy number control and incompatibility), partitioning,
or entry exclusion (15, 185, 186, 204). While several of these
are general plasmid maintenance mechanisms with which T4SS
have become genetically linked, the intriguing example of entry
exclusion discussed above, in which the F plasmid and V. chol-
erae SXT ICE prevent the redundant acquisition of related
elements through TraG-Eex protein interactions, underscores
the specificity with which T4SS have evolved to distinguish self
from nonself.
The above-described plasmid/ICE-encoded regulatory
mechanisms are well known, but recent work indicates that
prokaryotic hosts also have evolved at least two immunity sys-
tems for controlling “infection” by mobile elements. One in-
volves the acquisition of elements in the genome of clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and
associated CRISPR-associated sequence proteins (184, 191,
242). These elements, present in about 40% of bacterial spe-
cies and almost all archaeal species, confer sequence-directed
immunity against incoming plasmids and phages (172). The
exact mechanism of action is not yet clear but appears to
involve an interference machinery that directly targets the in-
coming DNA through the recognition of homologous se-
quences (191, 242). An interesting example of CRISPR-medi-
ated inhibition of conjugative DNA transfer occurs in
Staphylococcus epidermidis, wherein a CRISPR sequence
matching a relaxase gene that is present in nearly all conjuga-
tive plasmids of staphylococci prevents plasmid acquisition
during conjugation (184).
The second immunity mechanism involves the recognition of
foreign DNA through HN-S silencing. HN-S is a DNA binding
protein that is well known for its role in transcription silencing
through the blockage of RNA polymerase access to or pro-
gression along DNA (196, 197). HN-S preferentially binds
A	T-rich DNA and thus is thought to recognize and silence
A	T-rich foreign DNA. Interestingly, through the ongoing
dialogue between mobile elements and prokaryotic hosts, sev-
eral mechanisms have also evolved to counteract HN-S silenc-
ing of foreign DNA. Such counteractive tactics are encoded by
either the bacterial host or an incoming mobile element (83,
252). If encoded by the bacterial host, antisilencing might allow
the sampling of incoming DNAs for potentially beneficial
traits. If encoded by an incoming element, antisilencing likely
evolved for means of selfish propagation.
Evolution of T4SS-Associated Surface Structures
There is also accumulating evidence that T4SS have adapted
or acquired a variety of surface organelles or adhesins over
evolutionary time (Fig. 8). Clearly, one function of T4SS-asso-
ciated surface factors, e.g., conjugative pili, is to mediate at-
tachment to target cells specifically to promote efficient sub-
strate transfer. However, recent evidence suggests that T4SS
surface constituents can also mediate attachment to a variety
of biotic or abiotic surfaces to promote biofilm formation,
expand the repertoire of susceptible target cells, or modulate
interactions with host cells in other ways. In considering the
spectrum of surface-variable components associated with
T4SS, many of which have been discussed in this review, we can
identify three main mechanisms or origins.
One mechanism, illustrated by the Bartonella Trw system,
possibly the rickettsial systems, the H. pylori Cag system, and
others is the acquisition of antigenically variable pilin or pilus-
associated subunits (Fig. 8). For example, the Bartonella Trw
system possesses tandem copies of VirB2- and VirB5-like
genes and is thought to be specifically adapted for the produc-
tion of antigenically variable pili through intergenic recombi-
nation (75). Among Rickettsia species, the presence of tandem
virB2-like genes often adjacent to a virB4-like gene suggests
that these organisms similarly display surface-variable pilin or
pili as a result of recombination or differential gene expression
(106). H. pylori does not encode multiple copies of pilin sub-
units but rather evolved a novel VirB5-like CagL subunit with
an RGD motif (Fig. 8). As shown for VirB5At, CagL is thought
to localize at the tip of a pilus-like structure where its RGD
mediates binding to host cell integrin (17). For these systems,
the presentation of variable pilin or pilus structures at the cell
surface presumably enables bacteria to attach to distinct cell
types or evade the host immune system for enhanced survival
within the eukaryotic host.
A second mechanism by which T4SS have acquired novel
surface functions is through the adaptation of other Mpf sub-
units (Fig. 8). In the Bartonella Trw system, clusters of trwJIH
genes, encoding homologs of VirB5, VirB6, and VirB7, occur
five times in tandem, potentially representing a source of struc-
tural and functional variation among secretion channels as a
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FIG. 8. Surface proteins shown or predicted to be associated with T4SS. (Left) Proteins are grouped according to their sequence relatedness
to A. tumefaciens VirB subunits. (Center) Schematics of novel features and domains. SP, signal peptide; lipo box, lipoprotein motif; c-coil, coiled
coil; anchor, cell wall anchor motif; aa, amino acids. Gene (arrows, top) and protein (rectangles) sizes are not to scale. (Right) Description of
surface variation and possible function. Studies describing demonstrated or postulated functions in the environmental response and/or adaptation
are cited. PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes; LTA, lipoteichoic acid.
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result of intergenic recombination or differential gene expres-
sion. Several other T4SS have also evolved distinct forms of
VirB6 subunits. As discussed above, the C termini of least two
“extended-VirB6” subunits, TraG associated with the F plas-
mid and SXT ICE systems, mediate specific interactions with
proteins in the recipient cell either through protrusion or
through the proteolytic release/active translocation mecha-
nisms. Obligate intracellular Rickettsia spp. also code for mul-
tiple VirB6 variants, and a processed form of one such protein
is released into Ehrlichia-containing vacuoles (22). Several
gram-positive T4SS also encode extended-VirB6 subunits, and
some of these carry protein-protein interaction motifs of pos-
sible importance for host cell interactions (Fig. 8).
In the H. pylori Cag system, a number of Mpf subunits
designated “VirB-like” in fact bear little resemblance to the
VirBAt proteins (17, 164, 227, 256) (Fig. 8). Most interesting
are CagT and CagY, two subunits reported to be similar to the
A. tumefaciens core subunits VirB7 and VirB10, respectively.
However, CagT and CagY are considerably larger than their
VirB counterparts, both localize extracellularly as a compo-
nent of a large sheathed filament produced by the Cag T4SS,
and both possess variable- or multiple-repeat regions (8, 227).
Among Cag systems of different H. pylori isolates, repeat re-
gions of these subunits display considerable variation in size
and composition. Surface variation resulting from intragenic
recombination in cagT or cagY might play a role in the mod-
ulation of H. pylori-host cell interactions or immune evasion.
A third mechanism with which T4SS have acquired surface
variability is through genetic linkage and the coordinated ex-
pression of genes encoding novel surface proteins (Fig. 8). This
mechanism seems to predominate among gram-positive and
wall-less bacteria. For example, in the gram-positive pCF10
and pIP501 systems, genes encoding cell wall-anchored surface
proteins are coexpressed with T4SS subunit genes (65, 67, 86).
In pCF10, at least two cell wall-anchored proteins, termed AS
(PrgB) and surface exclusion protein (PrgA), are coproduced
with the channel subunits. Both proteins modulate DNA trans-
fer efficiencies; however, both are dispensable for DNA trans-
fer and thus are not structural subunits of the secretion chan-
nel (59, 65, 67, 86). AS does, however, possess variable
domains and RGDs that are implicated as contributing factors
in binding, internalization, and the intracellular survival of E.
faecalis cells during infection of human hosts (285) (Fig. 8).
pCF10 and pIP501 also encode the putative surface factors
PrgCpCF10 and Orf15pIP501, both of which carry Pro-X-Glu/
Asp repeat triads reminiscent of repeats carried by other gram-
positive surface proteins (Fig. 8). Although little is known
about these proteins, they also probably are dispensable for
DNA transfer and instead benefit the bacterial host in another
unspecified way(s). Finally, in wall-less bacteria, genes encod-
ing outer membrane proteins or surface adhesins are com-
monly linked to T4SS gene clusters (20, 73). Among these, the
Spiroplasma adhesion-related proteins contain repeat domains
as well as variable regions that are thought to play a role in
mediating adhesion to insect or other cells (Fig. 8) (231).
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Studies of a few “paradigmatic” T4SS in gram-negative bac-
teria have shaped our views of how these machines move
macromolecules across the cell envelope. Among the three
broad biochemical processes required for substrate transfer
(processing, recruitment, and translocation), DNA processing
by Dtr factors is the best understood at a molecular level. This
is largely because the catalytic Dtr proteins or domains have
proven amenable to purification and in vitro biochemical and
structural characterizations. Despite these advances, however,
we still do not know the details of how DNA or protein sub-
strates are recognized and recruited to the T4SS channel. Re-
laxases carry the information necessary for the translocation of
specific DNA substrates, and there is evidence that at least
some relaxases carry C-terminal recognition signals. However,
the importance of C-terminal substrate signals is better estab-
lished with protein substrates of effector translocator systems.
Where characterized, these signals consist of unstructured ter-
mini with clusters of positively charged or hydrophobic resi-
dues (Fig. 1 and Table 1). How these tail sequences are rec-
ognized or interact with the T4SS channel remains to be
determined, but the X-ray structure of the TraDF T4CP C-
terminal extension with the accessory factor TraM might form
the basis for a general docking model. How other signals or
motifs, e.g., BID domains, coordinate substrate-channel dock-
ing or substrate translocation through the T4SS channel also
remains to be elucidated.
There is increasing evidence for contributions of accessory
Dtr or other adaptor proteins to substrate recruitment (Fig. 1).
Proteins such as ParA/Soj-like VirC1At, E. faecalis PcfFpCF10,
and MobBR6112 appear to mediate a complex network of in-
teractions between the substrate, the membrane, and the T4CP
receptor, presumably to enhance the efficiency of the docking
reaction. At this time, none of these factors has been shown to
move dynamically in the cell, as might be expected of a factor
engaged in substrate recruitment to T4SS channels localized at
specific sites on the cell envelope. However, such a scanning
mechanism cannot be excluded, nor can one involving the
directed movement of substrates along an actin- or tubulin-like
cytoskeleton. The association of ParA- or MreB-like proteins
with ICEs (as well as many conjugative plasmids) raises the
intriguing possibility that cytoskeletal factors contribute gen-
erally to the positioning of T4SS substrates at or near the
secretion channel entrance.
Genetic, biochemical, and structural data support the notion
that T4CPs function as substrate receptors; however, the mo-
lecular details underlying the substrate-T4CP interaction or
the contribution of T4CPs to translocation remain undefined.
In this review, we have highlighted the phylogenetic diversity
and domain heterogeneity of T4CPs (Fig. 2 and 3). Among the
T4CPs warranting further structure-function studies, clearly,
analyses of those lacking predicted TM domains, e.g.,
Orf10pIP501 and VirD4-like TcpHpCW3, will permit a rigorous
test of the working model suggested by the TrwB structure that
these ATPases deliver substrates across the cytoplasmic mem-
brane through a lumen formed by the hexameric NBD and TM
stem (Fig. 4).
Only a few subunits are widely conserved among T4SS chan-
nels: (i) a VirB4-like ATPase (all systems), (ii) a VirB6-like
polytopic subunit (all systems), (iii) a VirB1-like transglyco-
sylase (many systems), (iv) VirB7-VirB10 core subunits (most
or all gram-negative systems), and (v) a VirB11-like ATPase
(most gram-negative and a few gram-positive systems). On the
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basis of the DNA translocation pathway defined by TrIP for
the A. tumefaciens VirB/VirD4 system and the CryoEM struc-
ture of the pKM101 homologs of VirB7, VirB9, and VirB10
(Fig. 5), we envision the following general architecture for
T4SS channels of gram-negative bacteria. The cytoplasmic
membrane translocase, composed of a ternary complex of two
or three ATPases (T4CP, VirB4, and VirB11), polytopic
VirB6, and bitopic VirB8 assembles within the base of the core
chamber complex comprised of VirB7, VirB9, and VirB10
(Fig. 5). In the more distal portion of the chamber, the
periplasmic domain of VirB8 assembles with VirB2, VirB9,
and VirB10 to form the channel extending through the
periplasm and outer membrane. Accordingly, the chamber
complex serves as a scaffold linking the cytoplasmic membrane
translocase to the outer membrane pore.
While this proposed architecture is conceptually gratifying,
many fundamental questions remain. First, is it correct? Both
the TrIP and CryoEM data should be interpreted cautiously,
the former because of the possibility of recovering indirect or
nonspecific DNA substrate-subunit contacts by formaldehyde
cross-linking and the latter because only 3 of the more than 10
required Mpf subunits are represented in the structure. If the
channel structure is architecturally configured as we suggest,
does it function to translocate substrates, assemble extracellu-
lar pili, or both? At this time, contrary to depictions by many
science textbooks and reviews on conjugation, there is no firm
evidence that the gram-negative T4SS is composed of a chan-
nel attached to a pilus or that the pilus serves as a conduit for
substrate transfer. In fact, compelling evidence exists to the
contrary, e.g., mutations that “uncouple” substrate transfer
from pilus formation and electron microscopy images of tight
mating junctions without a detectable pilus. These findings are
at least consistent with the notion that the Mpf subunits can
alternatively assemble as a translocation channel or pilus. If so,
how do the channel versus pilus basal structures differ, and
what signals regulate channel versus pilus assembly? With re-
spect to the energetics of translocation, what are the contribu-
tions of the ATPases to the biogenesis of the translocation
channel or pilus or to substrate translocation? How do the
ATPases coordinate their activities to energize these pro-
cesses? Does the channel assemble dynamically in response to
substrate engagement and/or ATP hydrolysis? Future studies
are needed to address all of these questions.
Can we extrapolate from data obtained for a few paradig-
matic T4SS to other gram-negative systems or systems func-
tioning in other prokaryotes? At this time, it seems reasonable
to predict that all T4SS employ a common mechanism for
delivering substrates across the cytoplasmic membrane. This
membrane translocase consists minimally of a T4CP ATPase, a
VirB4-like ATPase, and a polytopic membrane protein. We
suggest that the main force driving the evolution of genetic
complexity among T4SS was the requirement that these ma-
chines span anatomically diverse envelopes to convey sub-
strates from the cytoplasmic membrane to the cell surface.
T4SS of gram-negative bacteria appear to have accomplished
this through the assembly of a core structural scaffold com-
prised of VirB10- and VirB9-like subunits for housing the
transenvelope channel. We predict that another type of com-
mon scaffold might have evolved for T4SS of gram-positive
bacteria, possibly a structure resembling the B. subtilis compe-
tence pseudopilus along or through which substrates pass.
Finally, although the ancestral T4SS-associated surface or-
ganelles or adhesins likely functioned exclusively to promote
the formation of stable mating junctions, it is now evident that
many T4SS have adapted a variety of surface components for
novel purposes relating to the ongoing dialogue between donor
and target cells. Many gram-negative systems express variant
forms of pilus subunits, e.g., VirB2 and VirB5, or channel
subunits, e.g., VirB6, VirB7, and VirB10, whereas systems
functioning in gram-positive and wall-less bacteria have ac-
quired a variety of different surface factors. These are not Mpf
channel components per se and are thus not essential for
substrate transfer. In pathogenic settings, these surface factors
might promote adherence or, through surface variability, the
colonization of different cell types or evasion of host immune
defenses. Indeed, some T4SS, e.g., the Bartonella Trw system,
apparently evolved from an ancestral conjugation system so
that it now functions exclusively to modulate the bacterium-
eukaryotic host cell interaction. A large number of T4SS-as-
sociated surface organelles or proteins have been identified,
yet defining how they contribute to substrate transfer or other
aspects of T4SS biology awaits further study.
In sum, these are exciting times for the field of T4SS. Our
overarching premise is that we will come to understand the full
biological complexity of T4SS only through a variety of exper-
imental approaches directed toward the characterization of
many different prokaryotic systems. We hope that this review
stimulates research exploring these richly diverse organelles.
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ADDENDUM IN PROOF
A recently published manuscript (V. Chandran et al., Nature
doi:10.1038/nature08588, 2009) presents an X-ray structure of
the O-layer of the Escherichia coli pKM101 core complex (see
Fig. 5). The structure reveals a strikingly different outer mem-
brane architecture of gram-negative T4SS than previously de-
picted (see Fig. 4 and 5). Most notably, the antenna projection
of VirB10-like subunits (see Fig. 4) extends across the outer
membrane and forms a pore comprised of alpha-helices. This
is the first crystal structure of a heteromultimeric outer mem-
brane channel complex. Furthermore, this is the second-de-
scribed example of an alpha-helical outer membrane channel
(the other is formed by the Wza octomer). Finally, taken to-
gether with previous findings (E. Cascales and P. J. Christie,
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101:17228–17233, 2004; S. J.
Jakubowski et al., Mol. Microbiol. 71:779–794, 2009), these
results establish that VirB10-like subunits are the first-de-
scribed proteins to span the entire gram-negative cell enve-
lope. As mentioned in the text, VirB10-like subunits are pos-
tulated to function both as scaffolds for machine assembly and
also as sensors of ATP energy use by the VirD4/VirB ATPases.
These new findings suggest that VirB10 orchestrates the con-
version of chemical energy derived from ATP hydrolysis at the
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inner membrane to a structural change in the alpha-helical
pore to enable substrate passage and/or pilus polymerization
across the outer membrane.
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